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Once again this year writer/ teachers from the University of Arkansas at
Fayetteville traveled to all parts of the state for a series of poetry
workshops with students of all ages. Once again we offer an anthology of
the work produced during these sessions. It is always astounding -- and
instructive -- to see the quality of this work . What some pieces lack in
linguistic polish they more than reclaim in freshness of vision:
•.. the snowflakes have eyes that see the people below.
-Melissa Ivers
[Shadows] eat and sleep whenever you do.
They're like a winter wind
Blowing through a tree with no leaves.
-Robert Girken
... the pain has grasped the very deepest of his body .
-Faith Delbert
At school we go to space.
Then we become aliens.

We see aliens.
-susan Berg

LOneliness is like hearing a clock in a quiet room.
-Charles Stoddard
A balloon is like a ball in the sky.
When it pops it is like the wind.
-Julie Robinson
over ana over, these young poets use their imaginations to enter into
the lives of people and things around them. Through poetry they become
carpenters and space pilots, become their friends and enemies and parents.
They become clouds and stones and vegetables, eagles and snakes and
refrigerators and mirrors. They delight themselves and us -- and they
change themselves and us, because once you have imagined how an apple feels,
you see every apple with a slightly different eye.
We would like to thanks the teachers and administrators of the over
eighty-five schools we visited, as well as all of the students who worked
with us. We also wish to thank the Arkansas Arts council; Dr. Don
ousterhout, Director of Research and Sponsored Programs, and his assistant,
Dr. John Stokes; Mr. David Paul of Research Accounting; and Dr. Kinnamon,
Chairman of the Department of English, and the department's secretarial
staff.

AMANDA ELEMENTARY

THE STORM

When you go to sleep at night
the storm is all wet like a lake
do you dream of something great
the storm roars like a monster
or does the dripping of the darkness
the storm lights up the sky like
lights flashing on and off on and off haunt your mind till late.
the storm is mean like a bully
can you shut out all the night
it takes people's things away
and be so all alone
it overturns trees
Is the bedroom your asylum
and are deep pillows called your home
-Matty Snith
OUT OF THIS WORLD

Stars in the grass I eat.
One who is lost
will never return
unless you find the wise man .

For if these things you do and are
In you I will confide
My dreams are my fast fine car
which every night I drive.
-Mark Crawford
'!HE CUP

-Jeffery Reece

The cup is an object for liquid
Liquid peels off the cup
Like fire from a lighter.
-Jeremiah Pinn

HURT NO LIVI t-(; THit-(;

JOURNEY

Hurt no cricket or no bee
because they are nice to see.
Hurt no bird or no fly.
Maybe someday you will find
a wilderness full of crickets
and bees and birds and flies .

I hear rain
and bells
and flutes.
There are people dancing
It sound like they're in Japan
someone's playing a harp
It's a person
Rain again
Thunder

-Trey Vickers
WHAT A SNAKE CAN BE

-Fernando smith
A snake
A snake
A snake
A snake

is
is
is
is

a
a
a
a

toothpick with skin
pencil with no lead
ponytail
tree with no leaves

-'Ihaddeus Webb

ACOOSTIC
Frankie
Ate
The cake last night
-<;lenn B.
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NE.W ROAD

FOEM

On a new rocky road

The Thunder Blow and it is rain
and it has stopped and it is playing
music
and this is a Big crystal ball
You can see it and it is showing
a lot of people in it
and it is real light and.
It is going to stop But it isn't
and showing a lot one thing on it
and I guess that's all
Oh I see something now
it is a good white pretty Ball
now I'm feeling it is in my mind
I can see it real good
It so pretty and that all and
Here go some more now
it is going to show me myself now
I think I am in it now oh my God
now ho it so pretty it.
you should see it now
and it having some horse running out
of it now
it is By By ho I hear the Bell
ringing

sat a toad of black tar
In a black sky
a new star
-Yolanda council

THE DRUM
The drum is fun to play.
I play drum for the Trojans.
The Trojans win games
They win football games.
My hand burst on my drum.
-Michael
MY CAT

He so soft like a pillow
Get in my bed soft like a pillow
I rub his back and his ears perk up
and then he bite me and I still love him
I said you are the best pillow
I have ever had.
And he like my face and I kiss him
and went to sleep.
And he get all my me.

-Terrell Taylor

-steven Johnson

ASBELL ELEMENI'ARY

FOEM

FOEM

Eggs rolling off a cliff
the mothers see the eggs falling,
in the sun it makes the eggs
different colors, when the eggs
hit the ground you can hear
the mothers cry.

The hills are snakes curling
their backs,

-carrie

-Ira Wimer
FOEM

The school is haunted with dirty socks.
-Robbie Richards
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roEM
Doomed in dark alleys
Awful ghosts in nightgowns are
Running around with no heads
Killing everything in sight.
-Marsha NeSmith

My sister's like a little dog
biting at my heels.
-Johnathan Deweese

roEM
Moss Ghosts
On the fence

The snow is pearls
talling from tne b~ue
sea above.
-Tnptl Gupta

Na1ling heads to it.
strearrung olood roll1ng aown
TUrns to snake forms
Eene scales
Hun everywnere.
-Dana Girara

ro.t:.M
A blacK cat is like a w1tcn's
dress runn1ng around 1n tne dark.
-Heather oean
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BATESVILLE HIGH SQKX)L
WAITING FOR THE HAYRIDE

UNTITLED

So I~m hanging around
And the birds are gone
I~m trying on everything I own
For him
Nothing Fits
And the birds are gone.

In the House of Oogla
There is a loneliness, silent
Except for a clicking clock or
The purring of a cat or the
Sound of her own breath.
Everything is in its own place.
For there is nothing to disturb it .
Everyday is routine, nothing
new or exciting, just ordinary
Oogla is a good person
SWeet and caring, but no
one knows that except her cat .

-class Poem
THE COFFEE DRINKERS
You~ll

find them at the Baker~s
Dozen at 2AM.
Three policemen, four truck drivers,
One Preacher, and three prostitutes.
All sitting grade C
Under ceiling fans
Churning yesterday~s air.

-Karen Lewis
THE OLD LADY
so old she looked like
she would fall apart--

-Class Poem
LEAVING BATESVILLE

Brittle bones--skin pulled
taut.

Belted in seat 13
the fall
Of others gathered
somehow balancing
This flight leaving home
Toward the silence
Of a gibbous moon.
I~m eating smoked almonds
Thinking
In space there is no
Horizon
There~s

Eyes deep in her head
hollowed out .
Long , lanky fingers reaching
out for my hand .
-Angel Angelo

-Class POem
BIGErOO

SOIOOLS

FANS

PAPER

Fans look like spinning swords,
swords that feel like gushing winds .
Winds that taste like dust from a
cloud.
Clouds that taste like Ivory SOap.

I am smooth and thin.
I feel like skin.
When you hear me, I;m getting torn.
You see me when you write letters.
BUt you seldom taste me
cause that~s not what I~m for.

-Monica Mayo

-oarrin Dixon
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BROOM

SFCDN

It's a snake chaser ,
A girl with scrub brush hair,
A one-legged giraffe,
A porcupine on a stilt.

It's a boat that floats
In a soup ocean,
It's a catapult for shooting beans,
It's a cannibal's club.
It can hang a turtle shell
Around your neck.

THE ARKANSAS COW IN A FI SHOOWL

The tornado put her in there .
she breathes in through her ears
And out through her nose .
After awhile she got used to swimndng
and grazing on seaweed.
It was hard cleaning out the bowl.

It's a midget's shovel,
A mouse's tennis racket,
A sword for a kitten,
A mirror for Mrs. Boufford-in emergencies,

-Group Poems-

BURKEST.

OWL MIDNIGHT
Jeans , roller skates , cowboy hat,
smells like a chicken
feels soft like soap suds,
tastes like a banana ,
sees through a magnifying glass. ~
'\

-Misty
A MILE TALL
If I was a mile tall
I would have to sew 9,ooo coats
to keep warm in the vnnter
and I could fight King Kong.
And I could sneeze a city away.
-Frank Gibson

I look like a hippospidermus.
I live in a glass of water.
I eat anything dead or alive .
I wear a house.
My enemies are garbage cans.
-Jason BUsh

~y
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CALICO rocK HIGH SO:roL

WAXING A CAR

NA'IURE

Her hand is like
a propeller on a
silver plane.

trees as tall as mountains
calm streams
black smoke
apple blossoms pretty as
red roses
plums tasty as wild grapes
breeze calm as the river
grass as dry as rocks
birds chirping as loud
as an old truck.

The big red car is like
the red sun on a
hot August evening.
She climbs in and starts the car.
The motor is like
a weight lifter.
The leather upholstery smells like
a newly opened rose.
-steven May
THE FEELING OF RAIN
The rain is a bright curtain
hanging in the window
yes the trees are hanging as if
they're sad.
the birds are excited
they sing out with joy
raindrops slide from the windows
like silver
balloons drift to the ground
the Dampness is like a cool spring
breeze fresh in my mouth
-Rhonda sue Spiker
ON THE FARM
I grab a bag of beans.
I pour them in the planter.
I check the iron sprockets.
AS I lie on the dirt,
I smell the dust of the field.
I hear the tractors coming,
and then I don't. I hear hammering.
I eat my dinner and go outside,
and the dusty air and dirt blows
around as I try to breathe.
-'Ihad FOrester

-Rodney Jennings
LIFE
Light yellow walls like a flower
Appliances on the counter like a
crowded city
Blender is like a thunder bolt
Bacon in the morning like a road
BUrnt popcorn at night like dead coal
in the fireplace.
-Brandon Hall
A SILENT DAY AT THE BEACH
I am standing on the beach
The wind is a small child tugging my
hair.
The fog hangs over the sea like a
blanket.
Sea gulls are calling, tempting me to
the sea.
Sand is squishing between my toes
and water is splashing on my feet.
The air smells of fish.
I can taste the salt in the water.
waves are crashing like large towers
falling to earth.
They are chisels sculpting the coast.
Slowly, oh so slowly, carving away
the sand.

-Jana Lee cowgill
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BY MCX)NLIGHT

WHEN I GO 'ID THE BEACH

A couple walks along the beach
holding hands
The moon glows like a new white plate
The water softly hits our feet
The smell of his cologne
is like brand new leather
I can hear the laughter from the
campers.
As he kisses me I can taste my
lipgloss
and the flavor of his gum.
The mist hits my face.

people sitting under umbrellas look
like a rnerrygoround.
boats gloat
sky sparkles like diamonds in the sun
kids playing birds chirping
waves rustle over the rocks.
I go swinming
water is cold against my skin
the rocks, my bare feet
hot dogs roast not far off
cold salt water
I drink my dr. pepper

-valerie Thunberg

-Michele Sanders

PJF11

OUT THE WINOOW

The rain sounds like hammers
hammering the earth.
It feels like as's on your skin.
A tiny kitten is stuck in a tree.
It cries into the night.
The lightening grows nearer.
The tiger is about to pounce.

trees, birds, and cars running down
the road. The roar of a nearby
stream, and the horn of a passing car
The sand and leaves rustle along the
shoreline. And the breeze of the
salty ocean. Clover in the green
field, luscious bread baking
in the nearby bakery
and the fish in the market next door.

-Sherry Henderson

-Joey sanelers
CARLISLE ELEMENTARY

A OOOR

PINE CONES

The snowflakes have eyes
that see the people below.

A pine cone looks like a
Christmas tree that has been
left outside in the snow with
no water.
Pine cones feel like a rosebush.
A pine cone looks like a piece
of wood that has grown wings.
A pine cone looks like a ball
of wood with armor.
Pine cones just sit in a
tree and mend their needles.
Some just sit and stare and
wish they could be the highest
one in the tree.
Pine cones have feelings just
like you and me.

-Melissa Ivers
BRACES
Braces are like railroad tracks
that have a train running over them
moving your teeth together. Stopping
then starting. Braces are like
cemented tracks all over your teeth.
-Ann

summer
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IN THE FIFTH SEASON

AN X-MAS T

The colored
lights of a
The popcorn
climbing up

lights are like
skating ring.
is like a big train
a mountain

-David Batchelor

When you walk through
the snow in the fifth season
you leave footprints deep
as a volcano.

MY TEETH AND BRACES

In the fifth season santu's
reindeer wear stockings
on their antlers.

Braces are like silver ribbons
Fastened to ivory statues.

In the fifth season
evergreen trees are gray.

They glitter like stars
Hung high in the sky.

In the fifth season flowers
live where its dry and snow
falls on the sun .

Braces are here a few years
Then gone like a rainbow in the sky.
-Erin Berry
CHRISTMAS POEM
The tinsel is like a blazing cornet
with its tail wrapped around my tree.

-Melanie Houchens
THE WHALES
I think the whales decorate rocks
with dead fish and moss .
They give sea shells for presents
and air bubbles to the babies
to float on. That is their Christmas .

-Bryan Sullivan
-Michelle Whiren

a
gold
Star
Jesus
white birds
green holly angels
red berries green wreaths
sparkling snowflakes & carols
toy soldiers
santa's sleigh
white lights
red birds gold tinsel
white snow
joy red & white candycanes peace
sparkling silver teardrops love happiness
bright red x-mas balls
wise men & shepherds
a
e
n
n
ger see

-Ginger Cloves
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CLARKSVILLE HIGH SQKX)L

roEM

VISIONS

While I was working on a
wave with my hammer and drill
I saw a man on his
knees using a jackhammer on
a topless dancer.

The band called "Visions"
originated in Arizona.
The leader of the band only
had four fingers on each hand.
For the background of their
auditions they put a picture of
a guitar, a cat claw mark
on a cutting board , and a giant
picture of a black ash tray .
And hung a giant medal
over the audience.

-Mitch Vaught
THRILLS OF LIFE
cutting potatoes with skin
falling, like a golf ball by a hole.
Pacman eating dots, sliding down
a swimming pool. Eggs cracked
with yolk dripping.
-Kim Ray

roEM
Running through fields of green fire
with the glow of redbirds on flames
reaching for space, like a f1sh
being swept from the sea.
TOo many people lying on cars covered
with concrete glass, like dust
flowing through their hair. The sound
of a horse falling from its feet,
but it is more than that. Animals
of every kind running like a sheet
swept from a clothesline. Falling
from the clouds is the metal rain
as the destruction comes closer.
Paranoid I stand though not
for long. For I'm soon covered
with a blanket of golden metallic
rain.
-John Speece

-Mike Rice

roEM
While I was sitting on the boat dock,
a hand without fingers came
up out of the waves
like a bent saw blade.
And went as fast and sharp
as a bear claw.
-Marty Shacker
KANDY

Kandy Cat is like a crying friend
Always raining tears
Begging for help, for someone to stop
The endless motion inside.
A piano playing sad sardonic sounds
A noise as large as a doorknob
Until, finally, it's over, finished
A ballpark after an exc1ting game
EYes like the dawn horizon
Reaching out like a new baby
Starting fresh, from a hot shower
The crisis is over
A new day begins.
-Anon.

A FAN's DIET
a hot summer night
There was a fan in my window sill
It wasn't on but I had to feed it .

On

like fire flies,
electricity,
and sometimes fingers.
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<Dl"fER HIGH SCHOOL
HIGH SCHOOL

'IORNADO

is like a four-year free fall;
a safari in the jungle;
a hurricane;
a head-on crash into a brick wall;
a whirlpool going out to sea;
a lion that is very hungry.

When the queen arrived
trumpets of raindrops
sounded on my roof.
Red carpets of wind
wrapped around my house .
The soldiers marched
triumphantly to present
sparkling gems of ice
to my lawn.
She sent forth her
subjects from their houses,
destroying everything
in a fit of royal passion.

-Paul Rose

rom
LOve is like pure snow
to the eyeball.
-Tracy Rose

-Jo
PROSE

Ann

cox

rom

My sister is Diane, is like an old, cluttery, eroded factory. Her mind
works like the oily rusty machinery. Her hair is like the smoke curling out
of the smoke stacks. Her legs are long and round like the smoke stacks. Her
hair is coarse, rough, and reddish-brown like the bricks. And her eyes are
like the many windows with workers looking out and seeing how the world has
changes.
-David B3.ker

<Dl"'IN PLAN!' ELEMFNrARY

SHADOWS

UNTITLED

Shadows are nice
to see. They glitter
in the dark like a
summer breeze and
eat and sleep when
ever you do. They're
like a winter wind
blowing through a tree
with no leaves.

I am paper.
I am like a
I get wrote
some pencil
like a tire

-Robert Girken

I hate being paper.
burning tear.
on. And
scribbles all over me
burning rubber.

-Rodney Hudson

ll
CXJI"IDN PLANr HIGH SCHOOL

DRUNK

Dizzy as a person's first time on stage, trying to
Remember things of the true world
Usually drained of all feelings and
Nothing seems to come to mind, walking
cool and almost falls · to the floor.
-Cleveland Shelton
POEM

WENDY

I am a ball
bouncing down the street
and I pass an apple tree,
and an apple falls on me.
I look up into the sky
and I wonder could I
bounce
that high.
-Wendy conway
BOunce, bounce, bounce,
I begin to try
to reach the apple tree,
and also touch the sky.
LOving me is not easy
BOunce, bounce, bounce,
Only those who know me , know me
very well , they can't get over me too bad I am only
a ball and not a rocket.
EVeryone should be like that

When I went down the street
EVerybody looked and said
Now you know better
oancing in a
Yellow dress .

-Janice Bailey

-Linda Tinkle

OUt in the night with big ugly wings and
With big eyes sitting in a tree
Like a person who has lost his family.
-Alex BUnch
CRAWFUIDSVILLE MIDDLE SCHOOL

HOW

'lO

MAKE AN ELEmANT

Paint yourself gray.
Get rocks to make toenails.
Get half a pole for a nose.
-Michael warren

MOOOUI'IO
It looks like a biting fish,
Like a piece of string with wings.
Sounds like a herd of bees.
Smells like a dead fly,
Tastes like a dry tree limb.
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IF I WAS A STARFISH
As I lay down on the beach

I wonder about the stars above me
I could feel the stars
shooting all over my body
As I wander up and down the beach
I think about being in the sky
with the other stars.

MY HOLIDAY RECIPE
(FALLCAKE)
2 cups of dirt
l/2 cup of a limb
3 fall leaves
A box of vanilla air
-Sharon Miller

-Teria Robinson

DARDANELLE MIDDLE SOiOOL

A KNIFE

TAKING ADVANTAGE

The blade is cold
Like the walls of a dark misty cave
And sharp like the sounds of a bat.
The handle is rough
Like the bark of a tree .
A knife is as deadly as a snake .

I'm tall white and very skinny
Every one takes advantage of me
They take me into dark alleys
And put their lips on mine,
And they take my breath away.
Everyone uses me
When they're through with me
They throw me down on the ground
And people walk all over me.
BUt after all, I'm only a cigarette.

-Clifton Clements

roEM
My parents are like Deer
They hear everything I say
My parents are like Eagles
They see everything I do
-Amanda Prater
WHAT's IT LIKE 'IO BE ON
THE FACE OF A DIME?
EVeryone handles me
I always get silver flashed
in my face.
People are always buying gum
Or toy rings with me
And it's no fun to stay in a
dirty dungeon
That's always dark and cold
-Jennifer Decatur

-Kim Baker
LIFE AS A BULLETIN OOARD
EVery time I see a thumbtack
I think it's after me .
People come by and savagely staple
My face to the wall.
What have I ever done to them?
Torture, torture, torture.
That's all I ever know.
They cover me up with silly
announcements.
They hate to see my face.
(One of these days I'm gonna have
a bulletin rebellion.)
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ROOM AS A MUSEUM

FOREST

My jacket's zipper shone
Like gold in a museum .
My trophy shone
Like a piece of silver ,
My coat hanging on the door
LOoked like a sculpture ,
My dad's cigar smoke
came through my nostrils ,
It reminded me
Of the essence
Of the office
In the museum.

The woods cool, damp and quiet
Birds chirping like rubbing
TWo pieces of glass together.
Sometimes the weeds are scary
Like a place you wouldn't want t o go
Where the trees are like monsters
With their branches like arms.
Reaching out to grab you.

-Becky
A CAT

His eyes glow like the headlights
on a car.
His fur is as soft as the color pink .
His growl is as low as a moll in
the ground .
His claws as sharp as a bat;s shriek.
If only he had feelings
-Jennifer Decatur
DAD

Dad smells like chicken
when he comes home from Tastebird.
He smokes like a coal train all
the time. He always looks
calm, but he;s mad inside .
-Charlie Reed
RED HOT AND

BLUE

When we walk it;s like a thriller ,
baby . When we love I;m on a rocket ,
baby , having so much fun. When
we touch there's a shock , baby,
like the static on a pylon line .
When we kiss , there;s a tune to it ,
it's like red hot and blue love.
-Kim Baker

OR
The woods can be a place
For gathering your thoughts.
Where the tree branches are
Hands reaching out to shake your hand
And say I'm here I;m always
Here if you need me.
-Stace Schoutise
THE OCEAN AND POOPLE

The ocean looked
as dark as dirt.
The waves sounding,
like the wind,
rustl1ng through trees,
slapping the shore
like a hammer
hitting a na1l.
carrying the boat
from Maine
to Spain.
Rocking the passengers
like a cradle
rocking a baby.
The ocean smells of salt
just as sweat
smells of salt.
And it tastes
just as it smells.
The passengers
think this is
Romantic, all these
ocean things.
-Teresa Wosey
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DEWIT!' HIGH SCHCQL

WHEN PINK RAN AWAY

BLACK

Baby boys were the only
children born.
Roses bled on the green leaves.
A little girl's cheeks paled in
the sun.
A flash in the pink sunset
turned it to a deep blue.

When black walks down the street
A cold hearted man walks
through a bunch of children
playing on the sidewalk of 1st
Elm Street. Remembering back to
when he was a kid and how
no one believed him like the time
his parents accused him of
stealing a snickers bar at the
family stor e.

-Keda BUllock

-Gina Smith
THE INDESTRUcriBLE BALL

I am a ball bouncing down the street
and I pass a magician on the corner.
I am transformed to the size of a pea ,
and roll down the drain.
I swirl in the current,
just lost in the trash,
watching the rats play on the side .
I go through the mouth of a pipe
and come out in a stream.
Fish are playing,
the turtle that snapped at me
must be hungry.
I'm forever washing,
floating, bobbing,
just floatsam in a world of water.
I can smell the saltwater .
I can hear the gulls calling,
flying high in the sky.
The waves push against me,
taking me back the way I came.
I fight back, keep going out to sea .
I shall roll and bob through infinity.
I am indestructible .
I can see the fin of a great white
shark,
maybe he'll pass me by.
He does,
nothing shall bother me,
I am indestructible.
I sink to the bottom,
why not?
-Mike

I can do anything.
I see the bottom ,
the multi-colored fish
darting in and out among the corral.
On the sandy bottom
I see wreckage of old wooden ships.
I'm tired of the ocean
and wish to go back home.
A tidal wave comes.
It washes me ashore .
I pass houses and schools
flooded under tons of water .
I lodge in the fork of a limb.
Time passes , the water recedes .
The limb loosens its grip on me.
I fall to the ground .
The wind blows me back into town .
I roll down the street,
bump a rock and start bouncing again.
I bounce to a corner .
The magician is there again .
He spies me bouncing along.
He recogni zes me and changes me back.
I become a big ball again .
I keep expanding , growing larger .
I encompass the corner .
I am stretching too far.
I can't stretch anymore .
I bust.
The indestructible ball is no more .
Nelson
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ON 'lOP

At that moment I was climbing
up the ladder,
the wind was blowing hard
against my face,
pushing my unruly hair
across my forehead .
But my appearance didn't matter,
the thing that mattered
was that I reach the top.
For when I was up on top ,
I became a new person.
My shyness slipped away ,
I was in control.
I was in control of myself and
everything surrounding me.
Just thinking of the feeling
I got when I was there ,
I began to hurry.
With each step
the excitement within me mounted.
Closer ,
closer,
I'm here
at last, I thought.
I stood
for a moment.

I could hear the screams
of laughter and JOY of my classmates,
but yet I couldn't hear them .
if that makes any sense.
I was in my own fantasy world.
I was a queen
and the playground was my kingdom.
I sat looking,
looking at large, billowy, white
clouds
that rolled peacefully
across the bright blue of the sky.
I listened to the birds chirping
happily
in the trees next to the playground.
I could smell
the aroma of flowers from the woods.
I was completely happy.
The shyness I felt when surrounded
by my friends
was gone.
Up here
I could say whatever I pleased
without worrying what others thought.
I smiled.

This is Heaven
I thought.

-Michaelle Bradford
DUMAS MIDDLE SCHOOL
SWIMMI~

IN

COULD

could is like an amusement park
with only one ride
as the mothers spoon up their kids
The teenagers are like firecrackers
-Jennifer Norris
STEPS
Going up gets harder as you go higher
Its pretty cold in this altitude
Her brother had been eating popcorn
she'd have to vacuum
She planted her flag at the top
"Now for the backstairs," she said.

CARROl'

long, luscious green locks
slim, sweet orange body
spinning on my end,
dancing in the dark to the hum
Pepper as my dance partner
in a small dark world
Sometimes we wish we weren't
in the crisper--it's small & lonesome
we make trips to the freezer
in our minds.
A pointless state of being,
only to be boiled, or simply raw
forever.
-Nancy Vandenberg

-Janice campbell
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THE WHATZIT

THE SINGLES BAR

I opened the closet
and heard a voice
like gravel caught in honey
Its nose was like an overripe tomato,
It had ears like moldy cheese,
Its body was like a mushy banana,
Its legs were like pimply pipe
cleaners
soaked in axle grease.

I was sitting on a stool
like a frog on a lily pad
and I looked across the bar
there she she was sitting in a booth
so then I made my Move
I crept closer to her
like a rat in a cellar
Then I said Hello, my voice shaking
like a radio antenna .
I sat beside her
and the seat ground like a sick dog .
I opened my mouth
but nothing came out .
We both were quiet as minnows
in a pond.
I said What's your name ,
with my voice squeaking
like a rusty pencil sharpener
She said none of your business
as cold as an undertaker's hand
she left

-Regina Chamberlin
MY LIFE INSIDE A PENCIL SHARPENER
The pencil moved in like a screw
AS the blades started to turn
The brown rain covered my body

Like heat that really burns.
-Jerry L. Well
COVER GIRL

- Mitchell Eldridge
I spotted her
Her hair was like muddy shoe
strings hung up to dry
She smiled,
Her teeth gleaming like the
hubcap of a John Deere tractor
plowing a muddy field

INSANITY AT ITS UPMOST

When you play cards with a cat
You mustn't play poker,
For he would cheat
Like a congressman .
He would claw and hiss ,
Like
a bird trying to get into a
It was her
window,
My teeth ached like King Vitamins
He would smash and bash and crash
Her love was like flypaper
Like ten elephants
crashing into my 3000 piece
cramming into a taxi cab .
puzzle
The cat would snarl, would bite
I sobbed at the sight of her feet
Like a raccoon in a birdcage.
Like smashed frogs
-Marcus Hawkins
ENLARGED ANT BRAIN CELL
It pours out thoughts like a
barber cutting off hair. It controls
the ant and makes him steal.
He lives in a rock and eats
the dirt. The wood he carries
is actually his pet.
-sam Hannon

Never play bridge for
When he wins he will jeer,
As if he had won the Monte carlo.
Trust him as you would
A salesman pushing a jalopy.
If he loses he will cry
As if were wounded
By a hippo falling from space.
If you do play cards with a cat
Make sure it is a kitten, not a lion.
-Nolden Thrift
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NIGHT WATCH

LANE

Odaho is laughing at Stonehenge.
He has no teeth for they go down
His tongue like a conveyor belt.
There are evil witches running
And dancing on a stage wearing
Only half a cow suit. He fears
A television cord for its reality.
He is leaning on a blade of grass
Smelling the moon's cold brilliance
Mingled with shoestrings strung on
Popsicle sticks.

Lane is a houseshoe
for an elephant.
He works for the
jungle conservation company.
He likes to party with the
guard at the prison.
He is good for many things.
Sometimes he is a rake
used by the native people
for gardening.
He is also a brush and
even a weapon for hunting
moon craters.

-Laura Karrp
SURFING
The harpoon hits its
nark but goes through and through.
The wave loses its teeth
by biting off its tongue.
But waxing the surfboard
all over the wave's core;
inside the whale's gut,
the sails hurt like needles.

-Fenton Hwiley
000

This is Odo.
He looks like a droopy clown mouth.
BUt then he looks like an oyster
with too much stomach.
And then again he looks like tea
spilling out of a broken cup.
He also looks like a blue blotch,
BUt without anything inside.

-Jon Byrd
-Josef Anderson
RULES POR KILLING CHALK
HOOKEN FACES
Get a rock off the moon
Put it in a large pink bowl
add a leaf full of water
stir until it starts to boil
like a cold rock in the ocean .
Pour into a flat mixing bowl
and drop in the chalk.
-John T.
LEMON BRIGHTNESS
FUll of ease
calling light,
like a starburst
over a candle
floating in space.
A sour crown
sleeping quietly.

On the star
The rake is there.
He knows the way.
The mortal goodness-Flies.
Impudent and enforcing,
Selling free tastes,
several can be,
Only one stays.
Dolls to the world,
For the things to be.
Garden hose-Pouring the mountain.
cartons of victory,
Important to none--but
Repelled by all.
Finally, they realize
What is gone.

-Stacy Daniel
-Matt Wylie
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THE LIVING STREAM
Love is like spaghetti
all curved and tangled.
Hate is like a grilled cheese
all plain and brittle.
-John Smith
RIEWAK
Echoing Ringing in vain
Like a giant meat cleaver
A two-headed two-handled hand ax
A fish calling a mate to food .

It's as pure as uncombined carbon.
It flows smooth as notes from a
golden flute .
It trickles down the hillside
Like a pearl bouncing in the sea .
Then it runs into man's polluted
kingdom .
It wages war on man's waste
Like a tuba and a flute
playing different tunes.
Finally, after the last note,
The living stream signals its defeat,
By dripping out of a gutter.
-Patty Fitzgerald

-DOUg Crosley

roEM
This is like a footless bird
Which has no mouth or eyes.
George is a bird from the dark ages.
He is as stiff as an icicle.
George can also be used as a hoe
As long as he doesn't rot to ashes.

roEM
Trees snapping under the snow
like a shirt that's too small.
Hanging like a cliff,
staying steady like rocks.
-Jason Patton

roEM
-Russell Stokes
BA'IDN 'IWIRLING
The baton slithers through my
fingers like macaroni sliding
between my lips. It flies
through the air like clowns
rolling on mats. It falls
into my hands when it lands
for a rest. I jump around
while twirling it like a kangeroo
full of joy.
-Melisa warren
MY SHAPE

Spiraling teradactyl heading for
the sky,
A deformed nail being drilled.
A woodpecker making its home,
the 1999 MX Missile during
world war III,
The eagle sucking up all evil.
-Paul D. Wills

Peaks, sharp as a drill sergeant's
voice.
Glaciers, cold, icy, magnificent.
Trees , tall as a yarn-spinner's yarn .
The mountains, crawling on
Like a humped centipede.
-DOuglas Wright

roEM
An easy sunset with the clouds and
the light made peace with your ears
And the smell of the mountains
like an early morning rain
The hardness of a chilled nail
in the back of the head
the rust tearing the skin
a spring loaded cereal bowl
that throws the spoon to the ceiling
to make a spot that looks like an
octopus that has eaten a school desk.
-Gary Robinson
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EAST ELEMENrARY

CIRCUS POEM
I saw lions roaring.
I saw a giant fat woman
and a strong man.
I saw a monkey dressed up as a clown,
Heard yelling and cheering.
I heard the man
selling balloons.

When I went to the circus
I saw a man walking on glass
and a bear eating.
I smelled cotton candy.
I saw a ringmaster ,
acrobats performing ,
and clowns juggling .

-Allison Miles

ELKINS HIGH SCHOOL

LETTER

WHITE

I am writing you from Floridu.

White feels like a cold winter day.
smells like lard being rendered.
Tastes like wax from a cheese mold.
sounds like someone riding a sleigh.
LOoks like a dull room.

I woke up one morning
and looked out at the beautiful
clouds in the sky.

-Walter Wilson

The sun was shining so brightly
I had to close my eyes .
POEM
AS I walked out the door
the sun was so warm
the watch was burning on my wrist.
-r-like Young
POEM
Life is nothing
But a room full of roses
That have no smell.
Love is nothing
BUt an ocean
That has no shells.
People are nothing
BUt
empty bodies
That have no soul.

The stem of an candy cane.
Lifelines on a big oak tree.
A sleeve of a convict.
The view of a falling down ladder.
Railroad tracks going up through
the clouds.
-Brian Moser
SILVER
A star on a dark night.
The sound of train wheels starting.
The bells on Christmas oay.
A piece of candy wrapper foil
Jammed up in your teeth.
Sharp like a knife.
-Cindy Frost

-Tina Drumnond
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EU>IDALE ELEMENI'ARY

DOVE

THE CIRCUS

A dove on a roof getting
ready to dive
going down
going faster
slowly
ever so slowly
then opening its wings
flying away

At the circus
I saw a clown juggling.
The elephants played chase.
The trapeze people did neat acts
and the lion roared.
People in the crowd cheer.
The popcorn smell
drifts under my nose.
The tigers did a tightrope walk.
The ringmaster announced the acts.
The tent becomes dark!
BUt all of a sudden a clown
with a torch runs out
with a lot of
lions behind him.

-Tanya Parton
ST. PATRICK 'S DAY roEM
Green, green everywhere
Green, green on my stairs
Green, green on my house
Green Green Green on my rna's blouse

-Kelly Hill

-Michael Kovalski
Eil-HX>D ELEMENTARY

BLACK
LOOks like a ghost.
smells like old ink in a well.
Tastes like licorice.
Sounds like the peacefulness and
quietness of night.
Feels like a piece of cold iron .
Lives at the edge of night.
-Mon.

PAUL REVERE'S FIRST RIDE

THE YELIDVi THING FROM THE PLANET OF
COLORS
Lemonade with bits of
crushed ice. It has the
smell of wet-tempered paint.
He is somebody in the night
walking in wet pants.
yellow is the circuit in a light
which glows off and on . A dried-out
lemon with ammonia
is the awful smell.

-TOny Porter
G is like a mouth being open
like s spooky person being
BLUE
hill at a hilling party.
R is like a loose girdle of a frog .
It feels .like a sugar cube while
E is like a turtle with its mouth open.
squishing it
E is like a snake getting out
Tastes like sugar while swallowing it
of its skin.
smells like dust flowering in the air
N is like a big, fat angry freckled
Its friends are everything blue
face with freckles on it.
Sounds like a person walking
Looks like a cloud of air
-John Wayne Rose
-Grant Martin
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rom
July is like a girl full of energy
July is full of energy--Go, Go, Go.
A girl has something to do always
July is like a Porscne at 120
zooming into the next month.
July is like a steam room
when its 105 outside.
Hot and sticky is like July.
July goes swimming in the water
with algae inside it or the creek
where Ethyl spits out its chemicals.
-Sherri Waller

roEM

A puppy's mouth is like a rubber ball
His eyes like the wetness on a ball
When it has been in his mouth.
His stomach is as round as a ball
His teeth are like the hole in the
stopper.
His paws are like the ridges in the
ball.
His tail is like a flyswatter
When it hits the ball.
A puppy's muscles are like the ball
when it is flat.
His fur is like the decoration
His ears are like radio antennae
-Jennifer Pharr

old rusty lawnmower
Is like a red cow.
It has four wheels
to a cow's four legs
Its handlebars are like
a cow's horns
It cuts grass
like when a cow eats grass
It sounds like a cow's mooo
The shape of a lawnrnower
is like a cow's body
You milk the lawnmower
by draining the gas
An old lawnrnower
is thrown in the dump
like when a cow is slaughtered
You can take parts from a lawnrnower
like you eat the cow's meat
and that is the end
of the lawnrnower and the cow.

An

-Nathan Teel

PIANO
I stroke the keys,
with unknown melody.
The black and white keys,
so silky.
sound fingers
in the room,
Loud and soft,
is the rhyme.
I pound hard,
then lightly,
Feeling
what to not do.
A desperate breath
I fake,
A feeling of death
comes from within,
I memorize the sound
that quivers
My soul within.
For I know not what I do.
For I am weary.
-B:>bbi Jo Kelly

THE SCISOORS
The small sharp points at the end of its long silvery legs. Like a knight's
shining sword cutting into a human being. Gradually the thin pieces fall as
the points go deep in. Then the pieces are thrown into a cold dark hole.
-Sharonder Copeland
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THE HORSE

roEM

The horse was as fast as a tornado
He stood as straight as the wind
sounds from a tornado
His stomach was as round as the side
of a tornado
When he whinnied it sounded like
the roar of the tornado coming
He was as brown as the tornado
The horse tore the ground like a
tornado destroys,
His hooves as big as the bottom
of the tornado.

The bird's beak was like a pair of
scissors
cutting a piece of paper .
His claws were like an old lady's
fingernails .
His chirps were like soft music.
His movements were like an airplane.
His color was like the sun and grass.

-wendi Walker

-Jennifer Gaddis
THE TRIP I TOOK BEFORE I WAS OORN
Alone in an open dark
not knowing where I was ,
it was like a stray dog
that had run away from home.

SADNESS
Today I feel like a two by four
I have three nails in my back
The nails are very rusted
I wish somebody with a hammer
Would come by and pull them out
I can feel the rust go into my
bloodstream
I wish everyone would quit stomping
on me
Finally somebody comes by and pulls
the nails out
I am finally relieved
Without the pain in my back
This person becomes my friend

While being lonely
I went wandering through the dark
I passed beautiful stars and moons .
Sometimes I wandered
I wandered down .
As I was wandering I

up , sometimes

heard some
Boom noises behind me.
I
I

looked behind me and sang!
was shot into the Big World of Sin.
-Feleshia h'ard

-Anon.

FARMIOOIDN HIGH SCl:IOOL

A CAT

PIRANHA

I am the eyes
that open at night
I prowl through the darkened halls
I dig through the trash
knock over cans
and walk on the ceiling and walls.

I swim around all day long
in all rivers and lakes . . .
Who knows , I may be in your
neighborh0od swimming pool .
I eat everything ,
especially you , even the bones ,
I gobble like a hog . .
Nothing I will refuse.

-John Bartholomew

-Karen Hawkins .
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CAMERA

NarES FOR A MOVIE SCRIPT

I am tired
My shutter old
My batteries down
Oh no! Not another
Assignment. Out of the question
The lens i f changed
batteries recharged
I am sick of smiles
The film stretches as it runs through
me
I want a new body

She stands in the bathroom wrapped in
a towel the color of the hot desert
sun.

ouch!
He's a klutz
My body is bent
He opens my back
rips my load out
slams me shut
It's complete
I need some rest
but tonight is Friday night
-David Mast
NarES FOR A MOVIE SCRIPT
catch the sound of waves
Fade in the sea
Picture the family
TUmbling out of the car
Like marbles rolling
Out of a ripped bag.
Next the children
Laughing like seagulls,
Their feet running
Through the waves.
Next a rock standing like a soldier
One child falls
The waves keep corning
washing over the body
Like wind through the trees
The children stop playing
EVerything is silent
Only the sound of the waves
-Janice Rutherford

Her hair dryer sound like an angry
lion I once heard at the zoo.
Anticipation causes her cheeks to
glow like the red balloon on my
sweatshirt.
Picture her happy expectant face and
then him-He paces the floor like an expectant
father
His wet black hair, like a poodle
just in out of the rain, drips on the
grungy orange carpet.
He picks up the phone, puts it down
then picks it up again.
She on the other hand is now pacing
the floor like a mother waiting on
her late teenuger to get home.
He should be here any minute, she
plays with her earrings like a kitten
toys with a ball of string
Picture the way the slight beads of
perspiration pop out around her
hairline.
She picks up the phone, dials his
nurrber
shes as breathless as a runner who
just finished a race.
She waits for the number to connect
. . . . . . . . .
She hears
-Kelly Birch
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FOEM

'IWJ

Fade in to her hair-a nest of frantic ants
happily working.

I am a snake , hidden under a rock
I slither and am sly ,
biting , stinging the man
wrapping my body ,
entwining in his soul
I hear gasping . . . wheezing
I hear it no longer
I am a snake
the dampness , darkness
of a cave i s my home
I slither and am sly

Focus on her smile
as constant as a fifty dollar
ticket for speeding.
catch her coffee eyes
while she flirts with a Phi-Beta.
Next concentrate on the trace
of tears after rounds
with her parents.
Fade out while she paces
her cluttered apartment
trips over mounds of books
tangles in dirty borrowed clothes.

-s.

FOEMS

I am a beach
on a cool night in california
My sand i s beginning to rumble
for the tide is coming in
I eat on the dead animals
that wash up on me ,
sucking them through my pores.

Daugherty

- Kelly Ritch
FAYRI'TE.VILLE HIGH SCHOOL

FOEM
Growling in acceleration, I fly down the highway as if cops didn't have
wheels. My gears shift smoothly and the sun gleams off my windshield as hard
and as clear as a diamond.
"Stay out of my way DOg!" I scream as I fly past the Collie crouched
undecided at the edge of the road .
I downshift and glide smoothly around a tight curve like a silver snake on a
tree branch."Nothing can stop me now ," my engine laughs as I start into a
straightaway.
I see the heat r1s1ng off the road in waves ahead of me but my speed, not
the sun, has made me hot .
I feel myself downshifting and my motor snarls in protest.
"No! Not again!" Just when I think I've almost reached my peak , when I've
almost crossed that invisible line that seperates me from the wind , this
always happens!
My wheels are forced onto a gravel drive and I slowly, like an unwilling
child, roll to a halt before the house .

- Rose M. BUnch
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LIGHTBULB
The sun glistens off the ripply
water .
My body is totally relaxed .
A fish jumps gallantly .
-Brian Williams
WINOOW

A dull window separates me
from the world .
Because of this window
I am very old .
Because of this window
I can hear nothing.
A dull window separates me
from the world.
I hate this dull window.

turned off and on,
from hot to cold,
rocks thrown at me,
blinding someone eyes,
insects, and bird droppings,
on top of Jre,
I got about 2 hours left in me.
I think I will spend my last hours
wish1ng I was a socket.
-Woodie Mccrary

The sun bounces off the rippling
water.
I feel warm inside.
somewhere nearby a child chuckles.
-Kara NaWO]czyk

-Karen Young

NIGHT TIME
Blonde hair is a bursting star.
-shana Field

Laying 1n my bed during a storm
I see a dark shadow
It's only my mother
-Tamera Stansell

FOUKE ELEMENI'ARY

WARNING
I
I
I
I
I

am a magical raccoon
wear old lost dreams.
live in the hearts of children.
eat children's worst fear.
am the magical raccoon
-clayton Shane Griffin

WARNING
When I'm old, r'll start wearing
a blue hat that says
I'm not old I just look like it
and I'll wear a pair of pants
that look like a horse's head
I know
-oewayne

Beware when I get old r'm going to
sit around and chew gum until my
teeth fall out. r'm going to wear a
violet dress with orange socks and
purple gloves and a pink hat to match
my grey hair. but now I have to do
schoolwork and read books. Maybe I
should practice wearing a violet
dress with orange socks and purple
gloves and a pink hat to match my
grey hair so people won't be
surprised when I get old.
-sarah Little
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GRADY ELFMENI'ARY

DREAMS
I dream of turtles
that swim backwards. Fish that
look like ghosts,
Witches that like
to eat feet,
BUnnies that look
like kangeroos.
Adults growing
backwards to a
baby. Stuffed animals
corning alive .
-Pearl Mendenhal

ro

I. The boat set off port.
The boat floats to deep sea.
A storm appears nearby.
You scramble for safety.
No lifeboats on deck.
And then the sun comes out.
II. It has been twenty years now.
You hear a sound . You open
the front door. You see a woman
with ripped clothing. She says ,
"I am your long lost wife ."
III. I scream in shock. I fall

COLD

Last winter was the coldest winter
in history. When people talked,
their words froze & stuck to their lips.

and bump my head. I faint.
When I wake up , all the books
are on the floor . And the basement
door is shut. And dogs are
surrounding the building .
-Erike saunders

-Phyllis Darrou

rom
I turned into a dinosaur when I walked in the woods.
And I looked at myself.

GRACE HILL ELEMENTARY

THE TIGER THAT WAS TIRED OF STRIPES

THE OOUID.

I hate stripes
they look like smoke corning out of
old men's pipes
they look like black banana peels
and torn old greasy rags
I hate stripes

Just waiting down in the deep ,
in his black hole he waits silently,
he's waiting for his midnight snack
and then suddenly he plunges out
and eats his jellyfish whole.
-Michele casper

-Ricky Johnson
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THE TREE

THE PANTHER OF RICHNESS

Its arms reach out at me.
Its legs are the roots
reaching from under me.
It sways back and forth
like a drunk person .
And the leaves fall off
like an old man losing his hair .
And he towers over me

My panther is rich and wears gold
chains on his vest and a striped suit
he has gleamy white teeth
and slit yellow burning eyes
his tongue is like a wet rag
and his ears are like big round cups
and his tail is like a leather whip
his claws are like razor blades
and his mind of course is set
on all that wonderful rnoolah

like ~:::::r scoldi~ me . ~
~
MY PET

RABBIT

0

~
~~

I remember my rabbit. /
the black and white fluffy fur
going through my hands as soft
as cotton jumping on the floor
like a bouncing spring going up
and down.
He was very laughable ,
who was tiny as a snowball.
-Josh carlson
WHEN

I WAS LITI'LE

When I was little I was very happy
because it was fun when I got held.
It was lonesome when no one held me .
I would cry when I was tired.
It was great when I was little.

-TOnka Myers
COOL

I'm the coolest Dude in the world.
-John Payne
PS. This is not an exaggeration poem.
THE FIRST TIME I 'lOOK DANCE
The first time I took dance,
I was scared.
I looked out into the audience,
It looked like there were
mlllions of people.
I was wearing a purple suit
Down to my ankles.
I had a feather in my hair, too.
-Stacy Lynn Jordan

-Heather Garland
GREEN FOREST HIGH

roEM

'IOOIHACHE AND LOVE

Afraid
acting withdrawn like a scarecrow
Showing interest , but
at a wink skimpering away:
minnow

He is sitting in the chair
the pain has grasped the
very deepest of his body.
And in a short second
It is gone, never to be
there again.

-Tammy

-Faith Delbert
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CHALK OOARD

Big and green-Its flat bold face makes a blank rectangular expression
soon to be replaced by words of knowledge.
It goes back to blankness with little rectangular objects
That soak up the words of knowledge
With one simple stroke over its smooth surface,
Leaving a white cloudy haze.
Then with a round pointed compressed powdery substance
Like a magic wand
Makes more words of knowledge develop through the clouds-Then poof--one simple stroke, they disappear.
Then at the end of the day it rests,
A short rest,
From all the day's knowledge,
Not knowing a thing itself,
But when the next day comes,
With a little help,
It begins its magic of teaching again,
Not knowing what words of letters come next,
But they always come out with perfection.
-Chris cooper
FILM SCREEN, FOLDED

MY FREEDCM IS LIKE THAT OF AN INSECT

With 3 legs on the ground
With a handle on the side
It reflects light out of a machine
It looks like a bazooka
Lying on its back.

At school when I walk the halls
I shy away from the cliques
in fear of embarrassment or ridicule.
When I sit in class
and the instructor asks a question ,
The room is silent and dense as a
vegetable ,
but I know the answer! I don't answer
in fear of the attention of the room
centered on me .

-Guy Villines
SAND

Sand slipping in your hand
Until there is nothing left.

In the pool hall
I walk with eyes fixed on the floor
Grab another handful and squeeze
in fear of making contact with a
tighter.
scowling face
Then you notice the sand slips faster. as I turn into a jellyfish and melt
When my quarter is up and its my turn
Then knowing what you did wrong ...
I dont walk up and insert it into
You grab another handful.
the slot
for fear it's not my turn and someone
This time you let it lay in your hand.
cries out,
It stays right in your hand.
It's not your turn!
Attention is centered on me again
-Joe Paisel
just like an insect shying away
from the cruel human foot
plummeting to the floor .
-Eric Kerns
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AHA!

e.
e.
currunings
has always made me wonder(why?)
0

n

e

Spiders, crawling
with their big teeth clattering
through my tangled hair
in a dark room
during a thunderstorm
my car slides
off a narrow bridge
and
I

would write such strange
1
i
n

e
a

ramblings
love of (art?)

(rebellion?)

n

o.

fall, fall for an eternity
floating down until I
splash into the deep murky
water
a snake & 3 rats with their
long tails chasing me up 40
flights of stairs until I
reach the top only to
find my key is gone
the baby has it and she's
falling out the window in the
path of an oncoming drunk
my husband's left me &
I wake up by his side

merely stretching
0

u

t

-Chris Morris

the number of lines
THE CALENDAR

so
the checks
would be
b
i
g

g
e

r.
-Beth Blevins

roEM
Scraps of paper ,
BUbble gum wrappers,
A pencil chewed to bits.
Reflections of a class's life.

hangs on the wall like a cloud,
Its faces torn off
After each month's changes.
It just hangs there doing nothing
But it is so important.
some people like its body to be thick
And the days to pass slowly
While others like the skinny calendar
And the busy days.
The old one stays around only a year
And then 1s thrown away.
The new one takes its home.
The calendar sees what is happening
Through its numerical eyes.
It turns brown as the sun invites
Itself in through the window.
Although just an obJect, l1ke a cloud
It drifts in and out
As the days go by.

-B . Pritchard
-Tamni Meek

~-----

----- ---------------o~
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PERMANENT WAVE
The ants came from everywhere,
swarming the school
distracting class
they bu1lt their ant hill
it started taking shape
rain came and slowed their progress,
but they pushed on,
trying to complete it by spring
They walked on two feet
with iron tools in their hands
Old clothes covered their bodies

Fried like a French fry
LOng, curly and st1ff.
On the cranium of life.

-Matt White
GREmi..AND HIGH SClKX)L

UNTITLED

SAILING

The man with tuxedo on
sat behind his golden
piano pl aying wLiszt.w
He turned as if to say
"DO you want to see within?"
I watched his fingers
poke at the keys, then
the notes carve silver
slices out of the air.
the space opened and I
saw numbers not written,
I JUSt knew they were there.
The angles of life
and the measurements of nature
became clear. Life,
I saw, was not blood and flesh,
but instead
light and soul.

Fade out speed boats
Fade in trees, sailboats, water
You see still water
You hear wind
You smell water
You taste sunflower seeds
You feel a fish brush your leg
You feel your heart leave you.
-Helen Bearden
PLAYil'X:; OOFTP.ALL
Last
dust
Hear
They
Eyes
Hear

inning, taste bitter
as I walk to the mound.
the crowd cheer.
cheer for me. Crack!
swiveling. see the ball go far.
the slap of the glove. v1e won.

-chris Ben j amin
-Lisa o'Brien
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AT THE MOVIES

BEI~

Me, my friends meet
parking lots
go out to eat, and movies
sit and watch
talk and laugh
eating popcorn, drinking cokes
the red headed actress
cries about her mother
she was only three
her mother gone
we start to cry
the part
when the nerd, the girl
the end

Sand between your toes.
The hot sun on bare skin.
soft blanket over the sand.
Pages of a book.
Nice tans.
Waves pull out the shore.
Smell of lot10n.
Radio blares in your ear.
Children shovel sand bucket to bucket
and back again.
seagulls cry circle in the sky.
Smell of flsh,
dust of salt cakes skin.
The ice you dr1nk the sun you're in.

-Virginia Coyle

AT THE BEACH

-Vickie Villegas
HARR.Is:>N HIGH SOICJL

DREAM DEATH

The breeze blew softly through
the lace covered windows
A soft ligh~ peered from
under a dark shade
Musk f1lled the room
A small scrolled
music box sat on a
corner dresser
A large woman with
hip length hair sat
in the corner reading
by the pale moonlight
UNTITLED

On the Metro no one smiles,
except the Americans.
the only sound is the train itself,
or the sliding doors
when the button is pushed
for them to open. It sounds
like carbonation escaping
from a coke bottle.
No one cares what anyone else thinks.
The space to stand is small.
Small enough to smell
the sweet wine
On the Frenchman's breath.

-Lisa castleberr¥

-Nancy Carrpbe 11
IN THE HOUSE OF KEPIK

Rats lurk beneath the floor of wood.
see their glitter1ng eyes.
TUneless music drowning
voices raving in monotone.
Air a mix of oregano and napalm.
strobe lights illuminate
army fatigues on a chair.
Photos on the wall depicting
children holding grenades,
mothers smiling proudly,
as their world explodes.
-D. Jason Adams

--------------------------------- -
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RON AWAY

ME & PODA IN THE RAIN

sus ride to my Aunt~ s house
My dog Gidget slept all the way
The sun pained everything orange
and red
All the way an infant cried
The sleeping lady wore no makeup
BUt had holes in her loafers
I rose and my feet stuck to the
floor
The aisles seemed to be miles long
The sheriff awaited my arrival.

constant blast of rain and wind
struggling up a hill in wet jeans
that weight down legs. Feeling the
water squirt between my toes .
Ar thur in a drenched rawhide coat
with a matted sheepskin collar
that is limp and long strands are
dripping.
The air is just cool enough to make
me shiver uncontrollably .

-Kim Trublood
UNTITLED
My grandrnother~s house,
peeping out the window,
watching for her slow walk.
With her dogs.
The ruffling sheets.
I kept rubbing my palms
on the underside of the pillow.
Positioned both awkwardly
and mysteriously.
I felt like a butterfly
rising and falling .
As Grandmother arrived
we sat on the floor
watching television.
-R . Cox
POEM

Green soccer field chopped by
Glaring white lines. Laughing ,
Yelling, Having fun.
Glimpse of the vet~s office:
A dead cow bloated in the sun.
-Mike carlton

Lightning strikes very close all
around. It illuminates the whole
scene like daylight and then fades
until my eyes adjust again.
Arthur~s face is bright red
with large incredulous eyes .
He~s angry and scared and screaming
in a Spanish accent. cars that pass
us blind and then when we can't see
anything and they~re almost on us ,
they send bucketfuls of puddle water
all over us. My hair is long
and the rain is pouring from it
and making it fall in my eyes
every few seconds until
I brush it to the right .
Arthur holds a glo-brite stick
that shines a feeble green flourescent
glow--he tries to pretend it helps
him see better by holding it like a
flashlight--even though it barely
cuts the dark .
-Lindsay Chambers
UNTITLED
Old , tired, worn peace
comfortable familiar
Trees tell tal es
In the swishing of their limbs
While clouds lazily float by,
Unaware that watchful eyes
Glance up and smile.
My favorite flannel shirt gently
Tells the cold to go away . . .
-Leigh Ashford
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Hor ~S HIGH SODOL

MY FRIEND JOE

CONCERTS

The clouds are gathering to sprinkle
a blanket on the scenery.
As I look out my windows, all I can
see is a white flurry against the
blackness of the night sky.
Watching, waiting until tomorrow
to make the snow come to life.
While I sleep, I dream of making Joe.
Joe is my friend. When I shake his
cold, icy hands, I wonder at the look
in his eyes
and how younger he gets every year.
Joe and I play for a while, We have a
snowball fight. EVen though he can't
throw at me, he smiles when he gets
hit. That's what I like in a friend.
The sun is out now. Time for Joe to
go home. I'll miss him. I always do.
Good bye, Joe, good bye.

Mingle
lights out
sound
adrenaline
lights on
intermission
mingle
lights out
sound
adrenaline

-Thomas Reynolds

lights on
recovery
-Mike Leal
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mx;HES

HIGH SCHOOL

ICE CUBES

PICKLE

Square and slippery
Sticky to wet fingers,
Crunches between teeth
Cool trickling down the throat

I am like the grass
with the arrival of spring.
The sound I make when eaten
is like the sound of a bug
smashed under a shoe.
My texture is like
a toad frog's back.
I satisfy a need
for a bitter, sour food.

-Marina Lu
FOEM

You reach for the knob
and everything just blanks out
like you have just fallen into
a deep sleep

-Shannon Strickland

-Brenda Webber
JASPER ELEMml'ARY

OLD

MY DAD IS AT HOME

I am getting old these days.
And I wear a yellow dress
that is as yellow
as the middle of a daisy
and I wear green sox.
They are as green as grass.

My dad is at home washing clothes
but he could be home making
a big pink pretty cake
that tastes like chocolate
with pink icing. He could be
listening to the radio. The house
could smell like chocolate
BUt he's just at home
washing the clothes.

-Gina Freeman
FOEM

-Sherri
In the mornings
The big yellow and black bumble bee
comes and eats us
Then spits us out into
A square red object called school.
This
Is weird.
-Anon.

BEING OLD
Being Old is like a car with no
engine.
Being old is scared.
Being old is like bashing your head
into the door cause you can't see.
Being old ts like eating
an apple with worms in it.

t-10TELS
-Todd Allen
My Mom works cleaning rooms all day
And throwing sheets over beds
Like a hunter throwing a net
Over a deer.
-Billy
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DAD

MY DAD

My dad fixes motorcycles .
As he is cutting
down the trees,
He works in a shop in Jasper
and tatoos and works at horne
As the teeth chatter
fixing the house.
at those trees,
There are a lot of kids
when they get home from school.
It's so noisy he tells them to
As i f a beaver
is gnawing at those big tall trees.
shut up
because he has to do his work
and it's hard to put the little key
-Michelle Kilgore
in the crack in a motorcycle.
His boss comes in and says,
A COLD DAY
"How ruch work have you done?"
And Daddy says, "I have the motor
A cold day
makes everything cold bad.
and the handlebars on the bike
and these kids are driving me crazy." I sometimes want to run away
and hide in a warm place
that I can call my own
-Stacey Cerra
just to get away from everything.
On winter days I feel like crying
FOF.M
because my toes are cold.
Being old feels like you are
somet 1mes I do .
as dried up as a raisin.
-Tanya
BUt you don't have to work much
and you get money free
and you get to be alone for a while .
MY GRANDPA DIES IN HIS CHAIR
I think I will like being old.
I will have a dress as blue
My grandpa dies in his chair.
He was as jolly and happy
as a flower.
As a dog when he eats.
I will eat what I want .
BUt now he's gone.
I will read when I want.
But we still think
I will work when I want.
Of all the fun times we had.
Yes, I think I will like being old .
And he would like that.
-Stacey Chasteen
This poem is true.
IXlC'IOR

-Christel Sarns
A doctor smells like
Blood corning out of a man.
He looks like a white
Cloud on a sunny day.
He sounds like a heartbeat.
He tastes like headache medicine.
He feels like very cold hands
After washing them.
-Chris Fowler

POEM

Being old is like being
a piece of gum. It seems like
you get chaw up an spit out.
Being old
is like a candybar
just sitting in a wrapper
just waiting to be eaten.
-Katie Kerstiens
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rom

SNOO

A hump in a parking lot.
A two-billed cap.
A wing on a plane.
A mouse hole.
Half a zero.

In the falling snow
a laughing boy
holds out his palms
until they are white.
-Steven Ikachert

-John Spencer
F'OEM

THE SHARP ED3E

It is cold steel glitters
in the moon light. Like
a hot knife through soft butter
he is. Piercing and aggravating
he is. We mix like dogs and cats.
we are.

An arm with many bracelets .
A track for a train.
An arm with 5 sleeves.
A starting gate for horses.
A road overtraveled many times.
A film with ~any frames.
-Taja

-Nat an

A a::DK

BALL

I am a book,

a smooth top & bottom
heart & star shapes
The wind around me
makes a swooshing sound,
I fly through the air
like a bird
wandering in the sky
My smooth round surface
smells fresh in the morning breeze ,
hearts and stars
flash around me in
pinks and purples,
then I land in a child's
pudgy hand
as if I had grown there.
-chava

my story flows

like a clear stream,
silver pages flutter
as if they were fairy wings .
words are laid out
like a meadow .
My readers are
horses grazing over
words with hungry eyes.
-Janea Clark
I AM SO At-(;RY

I am so Angry.
I could bash up dishes.
And shatter windows with a bat .
And bang the floor with a rock.
And bash up the street with a rat .
Oh yah.
-Jason Lilly
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JONES ELEMENI'ARY

roEM

MY

My rabbit has silky fur like
soft silk that is creamy brown
chocolate and snowy white
He tickles my face with his soft
tongue.

My bird's feathers are like cotton
softer than the wind.
She can fly swifter than an airplane
higher than the clouds.
Her color is like gold
with silver patches all around.
When she eats all birds in the world
watch
with the greatest silence.
EVen the greatest of eagles
follow when she flies.
She can hear 60,000 miles away .
When she flies everyone watches.

-Amy Peterson
MIAMI BEACH
I went to the beach.
A wave hit me on the side.
I went under water and
salt water got in my mouth.
It tasted terrible like spinach.
And I thought I would drown.

OOMETHI~

-crystal Speck

-Chris Aaserude
KI~S

JUNIOR HIGH

A PEN

t-1Y HAND

I often tire of being a pen.
Hands are always holding me
and when they try to write
with me they tickle pieces
of paper. r-Jy feet leave marks
across paper and I hate it
when they scribble. It makes
my feet tickle. At least I'm
not like my cousin, the pencil.
When they need to erase they make
him stand on his head!

hand is like a
blossoming flower
It blossoms and blossoms
and blossoms
when I shake hands
with people it opens
and closes
just like a flower
blossom
My

-Teresa Baker

-Emily Satterfield

THE CAT
The cat is like a well-oiled machine.
-Stacey Irish
WE OCEAN

I crash with great force against the cliffs.
I am stirred up all day and never rest.
I am the home to many and everyone visits me.
When it storms I panic and run in every direction.
At night I get tired and mellow to rest,
But I always wake up early and begin again.
-Ava Miller
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LEE ELEMENI'ARY
A 'Iffi'ALLY COOL MORNING

ACROSTIC
causing fights with someone
Always attacking from the back
Taking advantage of the dog
-Shawn Lester
ELDERS

EVen they
LOve some fun but
oon't you tell them so.
EVen they need some fun
Remerrber they are old.
sweet as they can ever be.

A morning of brightness and color.
A morning of sweetness.
I woke up like a swarm of bees.
After a dash of water
I bloomed like a flower.
When I comb my hair I think
It is a string of wires going
Through the grass .
When I eat breakfast it is like
A humming bird collecting
Food from the flower.
-James Hull

-stacy Stephen
LAMAR HIGH

POEM

A CONCERT

After the long hours preparing
You walk down the dark hall
and enter a large room.
A long-toothed man hands you a paper .
He says,
Try hard to remember
all that comes to mind.
Is the last one wrong or right?
The man pecks his pen on his desk.
The clock clicks,
The penc1l breaks,
but too too late.
The man stares
as you rush out of the room.

bodies are on top of me
like a herd of buffalo
Teenagers are screaming and yelling
the aroma of alcohol and cigarettes
engulfs me .
people stagger all around
I can't hear myself think
the roof crashes down
a man is playing an electric guitar
dressed in tight jeans and a cut up
shirt ,
I feel like a sardine in a can .
standing next to someone yelling
They yell forever , then they're gone
I'm left standing there all alone

-Angie Sanderson

-Lara BUchanan
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ACROSTIC

THE WIND

Unliked at school
Q)ofy
LOnely frogs and

The wind is strange.
It is like a blind and
fierce bear lost in the woods.
No one knows where it starts,
or where it ends.

YOU

-Greg Robinson

-Amanda

STARS

ADORE

Stars are like lights
bright and white
AS high as the night's walls.
Lots of stars are like
birds being still.

Adore is someone you like a lot.
You adore your kitten
when he crawls ·around
in your red shirt, he wears
your green watch.
-Diana B.

-Amj M.

BALLET

POEM

Ballet is a peaceful sunset
waiting to begin.

An idea smells like a cake
corning out of the oven.

-Andrea Steege

-Stefani Litzinger
MOVI~

ACROSTIC

Moving sounds like a stampede of cows Television gives us many distinct
Visions.
Moving smells like a stink bug
Moving from AR to PA
-Quinn
Takes a lot of work.
Moving tastes like salt water tears.
BASEBALL
Moving feels like another bumpy bed
Moving looks like furniture and
Batting
clothing
And
Thrown into a truck.
Sliding
EVery
-sob E.
Ball
Laughs
BALLET
Laughs.
The smell of sweat in the open room.
-chris Noe
After doing this for just one hour
You feel like just falling over.
You hear the graceful music go
through your ears.
sunbeams hit on the floor as you
leave the room.
A glass of water tastes so good.
-sara Gurnrn
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MAPLE ELEMENI'ARY

THE BASEBALL PLAYER

GYMNASTICS

Good as a baby is bad,
Runs as fast as a cougar,
catches like glue sticks to paper .

Gymnastics is like a very talented
bird, or a slippery piece of ice
sliding around. Flip, flip , flip
There it goes . I'm too active to
finish this poem.

-Johnathan Harris

-Julie Loyd
MY ROOM
Clothes scattered across the room like leaves on the ground.
Drawers stuffed with clothing like a room full of people.
Bedspread clings to the floor like a cat stuck to its mother .
Radio on all the time like air flowing through the room.
Papers lying on the floor like pictures stuck to the wall.
-sandra Williamson
SNAKES AND BROTHERS

WHAT I DIDN'T TELL MOM

They're both slithery and ugly .
Slimy and disgusting.
They slide around on the ground
And scare people.

I didn't tell Morn that I saw
A cat floating in the air
Like a cloud and I didn't tell t-lorn
I heard 15 cows dancing like thunder
On a stormy night.
I didn't tell Morn
My Dad was jumping on the bed
Like a crazy monkey .

-Christi
OCEAN AND FDRFST
I swim through the ocean
I get bitten by a wave
Something splashes
Is it an eel or a shark?
-Nathan Lawerence

-Jenny Bergan
POEM

February is when the snow man
starts to cry
-Kevin

MARCH
IF WOLVES WERE MOIORCYCLES
The month of march is as happy as
Somebody being tickled.
The baby animals are springing up
As fast as toast corning out of the
toaster.

You would pour gas in their ears.
You would' pull their mouths back
To make them go faster.
To make them stop running
You would have to touch their noses.

-Albert J. Rapp
-Ricky Arnold
JULY
July is a bouncing butterfly that just arrived.

-Janeeta
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THE g.w:,L TIGER

DESIGNS

The small yellow
tiger was roarrUng
through the jungle ,
roaring at the
black brick
bats in the
dandy smelling
air Oh what
a jungle this
might be

Designs can be a patchwork
qu1lt doing some somersaults.
Designs may be a turn for spring
In the winter's snowfall.
-Sharla Yancey
PAm'IMINE PINK
Pantirnine Pink is stalking a
FUrple POtion flower. Pantimine
lunges the flower runs. Pant1~ne
Pink cries periwinkle paint.

-Melissa Morehead

-Mark Holt

MARSIALL HIGH SCHX>L
FIN3ERNAIL FOLISH

THE KETCHUP EOITLE

Glides on like pantyhose
BOld, bright, yet shy and innocent
As your first date.

The Ketchup bottle
Stands tall and proud
On his throne of the k1tchen table.
stand1ng vulnerable
Waiting for some villain
TO come along
And squeeze the last
Bit of liquid red life
On a french fry.

-Elaine Phillips

A silent breeze
The sound of running water
An eagle roars high on silent wings
as though on a string.
-charles Pilento

-Michiele Wallace
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THE HEAVEN OF A a::DK
The heaven of a book would be in a large library
Where people would read them all.
They wouldn't have to worry about having ripped pages
Or having a broken spine.
-Christy Parks
MAYNARD

EL~

THE KITTEN

THE RABBIT

It mewed softly, and followed its
mother around trying to learn to
climb trees and to hunt. It got
halfway to the first branch and fell,
landing on four feet. Then it saw
something moving in the grass, and
pounced on its first mouse.

I know a sweet little rabbit .
His fur is as soft as silk.
His ears are as pink as a cloud.
And his eyes are as blue as the sky.
His nose is as soft as a cat.
His feet are as long as your
imagination
and can jump like a grasshopper.

-Terri McNew
-Rebecca Johnson
NRI"I'IE.ION HIGH SCI:ICOL

CURSE OF THE BRANIAC WOMAN
It sometimes happens,
when we're together.
One minute we can be fine,
kissing or something else.
BUt the mood suddenly changes
when I see I am kissing
a giant pulsating brain.
All of a sudden,
the brain rolls around the room.
I get in a corner to
avoid the multi-colored menace .
The monster goes through the door
and eats everything in sight .
cars, trees, bushes, shrubs
and even humans
are among its menu.
w~en she has eaten
everything in sight,

she turns back human.
At a picnic in the park,
she ate all the trees,
and then jumped into a pond
and ate all the fish and birds.
But I later devised a plan
to put an end
to the monster's destruction .
I took her to a forest
by an Ocean cliff .
She started eating a path
through the trees.
BUt she went through the trees
and over the cliff.
I peeked over the cliff
and saw my dead girlfriend .
Then I broke down to my knees
and wept over her .
-Bryan Ward
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roEM

Joy is the purring warmth
by my sheeted feet.

Your little toe is twisted under,
Your big toe is curled.
I want to chew your left ear off
And show it to the world.

-sarah Ross

-Rod corneliser
CURSE OF THE KILLER CUCUMBER

we were in an expensive restaurant eating salad;
and suddenly she turned into a killer cucumber;
She ate the waiter and a couple of well- dressed people;
the large bur-ly chef came out and diced her to death.
-the Unknown POet
OOR'IHSI DE ELEMENrARY
HAPPINESS
When
When
When
When

I go out and my shoelace comes undone I just tie it again.
my umbrella won't come up I say to it open please.
a duck waddles in front of me I just say to it please move.
a hamster is awake and I'm trying to sleep I just ask it to be quiet.
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OZARK MIDDLE SCHOOL
CLASS POEMS

A BULLET

I floated out of my water bed
and had a freshly-squeezed kiss
for breakfast
All day long I rode my seahorse
and herded catfish
Then I swam off into the sunset.

When I start I have a hard shell
I'm brassy and hard to break
I get jammed in this big
and complicated machine.
Then, all of a sudden,
I get kicked in the rear,
All my organs splatter apart,
Then I go in a place
with warm red fluid
washing over me.
All of a sudden I realize
I have ended my life
And the life of another.

I woke up chilly this morning
and had an argument for breakfast
I limped to work in my old car
and got fired.
carne horne and my clothes were
outside.

-Tommy coppick
POEM

A FOOTBALL

I woke up this morning to tears
Grief was seated at the table
The news seeped in like hot soured
milk
slithering down your throat
the loneliness I felt crept over me
like dark clouds smothering a
sunny sea

cowhide leather , that's what
I'm made of. People
squeeze me like a snowball
in the winter . When someone falls
on me they are a trash compactor
squeezing , squeezing , squeezing me ,
robbing me of all my air .
Huge giants kick me and throw me .
sometimes they try to kick me
through these two white poles.

- t4onice Garrbrel

- Chris Patrods
PARS:>N HIU.S ELFMEN.rARY
MY BRAIN WORLD

OORED

Bored
Bored
Bored
Bored
Bored

is like air.
is like eating unsalted peanuts .
is like a blank wall .
sounds like nothing.
smells like moldy bread.

-steve E.
CONFUSED

is like smelling two flowers
at the same time.
-Tammy L. Hardcastle

Inside my Brain world
You could see , a sea of bears
some fly ing unicorns.
Purple Horses and maybe
Brown flowers
In my brain world you could hear
PUrple horses moo,
Birds chirp, and maybe
A candy apple dog Bark.
- April craig
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PRICE ELEMENI'ARY

FOEl·1

A NEW BUILT ROAD

My eyeballs are like big juicy peas.
And when I blink a whirr or magic
Flutters by and it lights on top
Of my eyelashes and feels like the
warm sun blowing on my face.

It looks like someone poured 1000
cans of ink on the streets.
It sounds like water bubbling.
It tastes like mud out of a pond .
It feels like the kitchen sink.
It smells like a bag of dust.

-Andy Barton.
-Shane Griffin
Sl'-DWFLAKE 'S TRIP
MY St-OWBALL THUMB

A flake of snow creeps out
of the sky gliding like a teardrop
sliding down a rainbow
in search of a dream.

-Kevin Thorrpson
WHITE HAIR
I am crystaly white like a star
I look like glearndng moonlight
I taste like bitter white cotton
cocoa
I smell like fresh peach pie
corning out of the oven
But all these years I have been
on this head
I have been washed to death.
-Brant Stanley
DUCK SEA9JN
I am a duck
I see the water
before I glide down on it.
I hear the anxious
hunters as they
blow their duck calls
I feel the wind
blow through my tail feathers
I taste the flying insect
as it slides down my throat
I smell the wild flowers
as I soar above them.
-Lucas Law

My thumb is like a snowball.

It is wrapped in white snowy tape
But when I try to heal it,
It won't do anything at all.
When I hit it with a hammer,
It looked like a black grape.
EVen though it hurts
I try not to show it.
I just laugh and sing all day long
Then I try to write like a poet.
-Jiilley Anderson
'IHE PIG STUCK UNDER THE HOUSE
The stuck pig smells like 10 sewers
It is stuck like a nail in a log
The hooves are like a brick split
in half
Its nose is like a can with two holes
Its head is like a p1nk balloon
It legs are like jack hammers working
Its ears are like bent paper
Its stomach is like the bottom of
a barrel
The pig is stuck like glue
There is no way out
-Shane Griffin
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ro EM AOOUT A OOOK

THE FACE IN THE MIRROR

A

eyes are blue
like pools of water on a white desert
with eyebrows like bushes standing
nearby

It comes snarling and drooling
Across the library floor
It comes snarling and drooling

My

-David Morgan
My nose is a nearby ski slope
with zits skiing up and down
and freckles darting from view
My teeth are slightly yellow
because of irrproper cleaning
and a lack of that, too
ears are tuned to hear
Glen Miller's Orchestra
and can also hear fighting
and bickering
and the sound of my brother
calling me
My

ME # 1
two Brown eyes
Tiger eyes
small pug nose
Mom's nose
Little pink mouth
Kissing and eating mouth
Pink cheeks
(because of rouge)
ears pierced
five whole times!
durrb glasses
geek glasses
and brown hair
Like a lion's mane

My brain works in strange ways
a center for many messages being sent
and also being received
me!
I pause before the mirror looking
at this interesting arrangement
I wonder if my brother will look
like this too

-Delani

As

I once more ask "What do I look
like?"
-Jared Dockery

POEM

This is a poem about a giant
He comes TOwering
Across the intergalactic gateway
He comes TOwering
-Dana Williams

RETI'A BRGlN ELEMENrARY

I AM THE FOET OF CATS

MY MI ND

I
I
I
I
I
I

I take my mind
in my hand.
I turn it over and over .
I study it.
Is it useless?
My mind is strong .
I break it open .
There is a note:
"Be Wise."

am
am
am
am
am
am

the
the
the
the
the
the

poet
poet
poet
poet
poet
poet

of
of
of
of
of
of

elegant feet .
string whiskers.
purrs.
kind bites.
runs up trees.
the fur of a cat .

-SOphelia Ewing

--Russell
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UNTITLED

MY HEART

There the terrorist stood
a bazooka on his head .
He was shot , fell .

My heart is l i ke a cricket
chirping in the grass
thumping all the time
never stops singing, my heart

The kazoo ran
off a cliff
down, down, splat

-Michael Phillips
THE FLIPSIDE

The bizarre walked,
slowly, slowly.
It stops
It is sick
it has fallen.

The Flipside is a different place .
Fruits growing instruments .
Talking hands, nightmare machines,
love poisons.
An instruments eating trolls,
and motor guitar races.

My umbrella is going .
It blows down Main Street.
Its heart rips.
I cry.

-cary LeaiOOns
MY HEART

-Russell
WEIRD GRASSHOPPER
She was a weird grasshopper
She hopped into the popcorn popper
EVeryone said stop her ! stop her!
But that was the end of the weird
grasshopper .
- Nichole TUrner

My heart is a big red knot
BUt it helps me live.
It is like a steak
Because it feels like somebody is
eating on it.
At times it feels like somebody
is spilling coffee on it
because it gets hot, and
starts beating real fast.
-Trevor A. Murphy

RIOON HIGH SCBOOL

THE CHAMBERED MIND
I put the strap around my neck.
A click is heard.
The steely coldness on my fingers.
The rapture when my ha~ds
run down its neck.
The blackness of the echoes
in my brain.
The power, when all the pain
assembles in one group.
-Jay Thoi'Tpson

She mingled among
sections of fertile growth.
Delicious growth to her
and she easily placed
herself adjacent
to the growth.
The wind spoke
to her alone.
Wondering, she evolved,
thoughts that she
had chambered
in her limited imagination.
-tvlark cash
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roEM

SAME PLACE

You know you're in the woods
when you see the deer near the trees
smell the fresh pine and oak
feel the thorns of a bush catch you
When you taste the morning dew
through the cracks of the air
When you hear frogs in a clear
flowing creek

I dragged myself
Between the sheets,
Eyelids growing heavy.
The popping rain
Against the panes
slowly became
an ancient memory
of the night before.

-Karen Ford

- Marty Reed

MOVES

HUNI'ING

Here I lie on this dumb board,
while a man ponders
on which square to move me.
When I reach the other side
I'll be crowned
but until then I'm just moved
from black squares to black squares .

Hunting with my father in the woods ,
seeing hyperactive squirrels,
skittish deer, squawking birds,
a slight breeze, pine scent
Daddy is protectively near,
looking over me,
secure as I wander.
sun goes down, tired,
wanting to go home, call for Daddy,
no answer.
Panic, run, scared of every movement
and noises I once laughed at
sweaty palrrs,
saying prayers outloud to feel safer

-Mona Poss

-Melissa Simmons

ROO!' ELEMENTARY

ACROSTIC

THE 8Ra-m DEER

Eagle
Ace of the air
Gliding
LOnely king of the air
Eagle

The brO\vn deer hops around
even in the snow,
but when his enemies are
around he should know
-John Bilderbeck

-Jirruny Wyles
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THE SUN

SJMETH I t-x:;

The sun shines brightly
in the sky like a ruby.

Life is full of something.
When I look into an empty glass
I see the sides
When I look at cows I see the hides.
something's like a rollercoaster
It bumps up and down

The sun is millions of miles away,
BUt sometimes I feel I can
touch the sun.
I'm surprised the sun doesn't
one day just give out from
shining all these years.

-Bryan Thomas
WINTER WEA'lliER ·

-Melila Coffman
MY

HAIR

My hair, it sticks straight up
and sometimes just out to the side,
but when I wake up
it's all over the place.

I love the winter winds
that hit me and make me freeze.
The ice that's hard and slickery
and the icicles that hang
from the houses
like knives ready to jump.
The freezing water and jack frost
wandering through the fields.
I love the winter weather.

-Brian Sanderson
-Jason Bray
SALEM HIGH

FtJIBALL

REMEMBRANCES

THE

The smoke rises from the ashtray
Fogs up the room like a crystal ball

Strange creatures, these Earthlings.
They worship the piece of swineskin
known as the Futball.
we are above the Colieseum
where the FUtball is kept,
Guarded by 22 people.
What's this? war has broken out!
They want the god for themselves.
Half of the guards are trying to get
The FUtball to a huge tuning fork!
Wait! the other half of the guards
Pile onto the carrier of the sacred
FUtball!
An alarm sounds. Must be the changing
of the guards,
for the guards are leaving.
All the FUtball worshippers are
leaving, too.
They leave the FUtball in the arena,
Resting for tomorrow's rule.

I sigh slowly like the sickly purr
Of a car engine with a weak battery
Memories stir like a marching band,
Its horns blaring with life
I remember time long ago as we spoke
AS we combed our hair
The comb teeth joshes my memory
I remember a love lost,
AS costly as eel skin boots.
-car 1 Arnold

GAME

-John Hutchinson
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FIRSTOORN

RUNNING

The muscular mass that surrounds you
swallows you up for a memorable time.
The first gasps turn you red.
The warmth of love engulps you.
Milliseconds go by: you come closer .
The thud pumps away.
The growing hunger fills your body.

Your heart beats fast as light
Cold air going like a vacuum cleaner
You're going as fast as carl Lewis
Your feet are hurting
Like a knife just went through them.
You're breathing so hard
You could suck up anything
You wish you could die

-Jed Kerley

- Chris Martz
JUST ONE MORE PUFF

CLOUDS

Softly floating through Winter's gate The eyes of hell are watching
Like cotton candy waiting to be eaten Watching the smog rise
watching me burn my breaths away
the winds Blowing
My eyes dilated
Making Medusa's hair turn to stone
With freedom and pleasure.
swallowing the trails
The door to my world locked.
Where airplanes have flown
PUlling stretching changing shapes Lay back . . . Relax
Take more long slurps
As taffy is made
With the short straw
see the King & his castle
Attached to the atmosphere.
see every tower Every massacre
Then
the winds Blowing
something or someone
Changing, erasing, swallowing
Unlocks
the w1nds Blowing
Opens the door
The door to my world.
-Karla H.
She slides in
Takes
me by the arm
CEREAL
Pulls me out of my world .
With one huge jerk
They live in a box .
I swallow the fire - stricken dagger
They can't wait to be lifted up
Then
in the big elevator.
Not with envy
Waiting to get mashed
TUrn green
By gold fillings.
Yes
Once again
-Kyle ward
My treacherous relation ,
My mother
CHILD'S PLAY
it was colossal, with swollen eyes
-James Bancroft
that were black as midnight
i don't know what to do with it
mommy holds it up and squeaks noises
out of its mouth
it tries to grab me
with these long floppy things!
What is this humanlike big lifeless object?
-Michelle Dixon
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MONKEY-PIG

ro:rn

She's much older than seventy.
(In feelings and health, I mean.)
I didn't know how bad she was,
Until the sponge-bath.

a boy runs out into the street
a mass of motor disentegrates hi~
Laying helpless
Like a turtle on its back.
people don't care they pass him by
blood freezing on the pavement
like an ice cube in a freezer
sla.vly he dies
seeing the past before his eyes
like a movie playback
using his Last Breath
he curses the machine
he dies helpless silent scared

She's not quiet human anymore.
(Not in looks, I mean.)
It wasn't Granny, it was a monkey
Who got the sponge-bath.
Confused little monkey.
Bewildered, naked monkey.
EVen losing head-hair.
Balding, helpless monkey.
Her skin reminds me of Wilbur.
(My pig in Biology, I mean. )
A fetus we stripped down to muscle
was getting a sponge-bath.

-James Patterson

Baby piggy.
Vulnerable piggy.
so easy to hurt.
Frail, shrunken piggy.
It shocked me and scared me.
(The monkey-pig, I mean.)
My first glimpse of sickness
Taking a sponge-bath.
-Jennifer cates

NIGHTMARE
The large brimmed hat conceals his face.
The face that is endless in shape.
He is many things to many people but always he is of the same stuff.
screams are his favorite music, he never touches, but still he shreds.
His horne is the subconscious, he stalks at night until morning's shards
of hope strike him down once more.
-car 1 Arnold
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SCRAN'IDN SClfOOLS
CATERPILLARS AND SCHOOL BUSES

GIRAFFE

If caterpillars were school buses
the children would never get to
school.
The children's parents would have
to go looking for their children
And the children would be very
stupid.
But they would get to ride on a
caterpillar.

I am reaching ,
reaching up
to the highest branches ,
where no one
but I can reach .

-susan 13erg
THIS IS JUST

'IO

SAY

I drank the first coke
that was chilled from the snow.
I drank it real slow by the fire
this morning. It really burned
as it went down. I drank
the first coke from the carton
in the snow.
-Al Kremer

It seems as though
this day will never end ,
I am up so high
· I feel like a skyscraper
about to bump the sun.

What I wouldn't
for this day
to be over
and to be able
to rest
under the stars
feeling
the cool
breeze .

give~

-Kim Pu'1ne

THE OUTLET

THE SINK

I
I
I
I

I have to run water through my pipes
When my owner turns me on.
I get rusted, but they don't care.
My owners go on vacation:
I get sick because I don't get run.
I get stiff ,
And I can't run any more water .

am strong, I have 4 eyes.
can shock anything that touches me.
live in a brick wall. I hate wire.
spit it out when someone puts
some wire in me.
I blast out of the wall.
And go for a drive in my shock car.
Then I go back to the wall.
-Frankie Norman
RECORD PLAYER

I used to get to play songs
BUt now I just sit in a dark box
I am scared some but not much
EVery once in a while
I fix cars for people
I opened a garage so I am busy
I work with one arm
SO I am slow
I an1 getting old
-Lean Marie Peaks

-Michelle Hayward
THE BIG WALL CLOUD
If walls were clouds ,
I could walk to my bedroom with ease
I would be like a ghost
In a haunted house.
SPACE CREA'IURE
At school we go to space.
we see aliens .
Then we become aliens .
-susan 13erg
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scisroRs
I can cut rock , cut the school down , steel, cement sidewalk. I can cut down
the Statue of Liberty, cut down a whole forest , and put it together again ,
cut down the mountain. I can't cut paper or string and I live in a wood
house. I go out walking on my two blades.
-scott Henderson
SHANNJN ELEMENTARY

RULES FOR DRINKI NG DARKNESS

THE TURTLE

Drink it out of a black cup
at 3 minutes after midnight
in a room with the lights out
and the curtains closed .
Don't spill it on you
or you'll disappear .
If you drink it hot , sip it .
If you drink it cold ,
wear a black fur robe .

I am a turtle.
In water I am as fast as a mountain
lion
chasing after its prey.
On land I am slower
than a bear's heartbeat in winter
when he's hibernating.
As I hunt for my prey all day long
I wish I was a king
so my slaves could go out and hunt
my food
while I relax on my mud pile
fanned by butterflies.
But I have to admit
it really is a good life.

Going down it feels like cotton.
When you finish ,
wipe your mouth \·lith light .
- class Poem

-Robbie L. Burton

I AM A POLAR BEAR

It's as cold as two freezers
Where I stay . I can swim
Like a fast motor boat .
I have fur like 50 rabbits
put together .
Where I stand on my hind legs
I am as tall as a basketball player
Who can slam on a goal
without jumping .
-Benji 0.

THE LIFE OF A BRICK WALL
My life is as blunt
As an unsharpened knife.
I am as thoughtless as a cliff.
I am as big as an elephant.
I am thick l1ke a mountain.
My face is as straight as a cow's.
At touch I feel like a dry brush.
I have as much beauty
As a frying pan.

THE ELEPHANT

I'M A MOUSE

I am an elephant
trunk is like the back of a car
My feet are like two-ton blocks
My tail is like a little twig
hanging down my back .
My bones feel like a pail of trash .

I
I
I
I
I

My

- Debra Dillingham

squeak like a rocking chair
am small as a fist
chew like a boy
squirm around behind the wall
sleep in a corner wrapped up
like a ball.
I'm a scavanger like a buzzard
-scott Cunningham ·
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THE SNAKE

RULES FOR COOKING A ROCK

I am a snake.
I slither like a sled in the snow .
My tail like the sound of a car.
My quickness in water
Is like a running tiger .
I can hide like a needle in a
haystack
So watch out for me.
I might get you.
I might be in a tree like a bird
Or I might be on the ground
Moving a person in an airplane.
My skin is like wet glass.
I'm maybe any color
Like a box of colors.
I may be as long as a train
Or as short as a brick .
I might be as big around as a tree
Or as skinny as a pencil .
I can be any shape or size
so watch out for me.

You have to find one big enough
to fill you up .
You have to find a steel cooking pan .
Then you get a sledge hammer
and beat it till it squeaks.
Then you put it in the pan .
Next you find a stove
that is hot as a volcano
about to erupt .
Add cinnamon , salt , pepper , garlic.
BOil for one minute or until brown.
When it jumps "like popcorn
it will be done .

-Keith Garrison
THE US FLAG
The us Flag stripes
are like candy canes
and the stars show
bright against the
dark-blue cloth like
a midnight sky.
The red stripes
are like smashed
cherries in a line
showing against
an array of clouds,
which are white
stripes. The stars
float on the flag
with an eerie sparkle.
The flag slumps down
like a lazy dog when
a puff of wind is not
present. And it shakes fiercely
like an unbolted-down engine
when the wind is mad.
-Jeremy conley

- Lizzie Heard
WHAT THE TIGER IS LIKE
The tiger was as bright as a sun
With stripes through it.
He was big and tough
As a big red steel wall .
His legs were as powerful
As a car crusher in the junkyard .
His tail was as long
As the Empire State building .
His black stripes were as black
As a zebra's stripes.
His teeth were sharp as needlepoints.
His eyes were as shiny as glitter.
His nose was as big
As my fist balled up.
His toenails were as sharp
As a knife point.
He was as powerful as a crane.
He could run as fast
As a speeding lightning bolt.
He could fight as good
As a world champion boxer.
-Dagian Barker
RULES FOR ·ENTERING THE MIRROR
Touch yourself all over and push
Till it gives and you're inside .
Don't yell--the glass might explode .
Don't run--the gravity will change.
Since time runs backward ,
Don't stay in too long or you'll
Di s a p p e a r
-class POem

THE CCJiJ
The cow is white and brown
It looks like the moon with brown spots on it
It has a face like a horse but fatter
The cow is as lazy as a turtle
In the middle of the desert
It sounds like a car
With eggs in the exhaust pipe
It smells like a junk yard
It feels like a giant wire brush
-Heather seck
SHIRLEY HIGH SCHOOL

CARS

Night is a fairy
with black powder .
AS he tosses it here and there
our thoughts are locked away
For a while.
-Sharie Ivie

roEM
/} is the sharpened tip
of a sky blue crayon
sketching mountain peaks
as the wind freezes.
-oox sradler

cars are like huge monsters.
The headlights are huge beady eyes.
The wheels are huge feet grinding
at the earth.
The bunper is the always smiling
mouth.
The engine is like an ever-roaring
voice
That never stops unless the monster
stops.
The gasoline is the fluid
it has to have to run.
The people in the cab are the car's
brain.
-LOnnie L.

roEM

~s an old railroad track
held together with the knowledge
it is greatly depended on.
-Ladonna Litaker

There is a door in the air
behind my mind
that never opens until it's time
a cloudy screen, a misty glass
closing around an act
When I open the door
something spills,
and all the
blue comes out.
-Jenny Brown
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s::>U'mSIDE ELF2m'JTARY (SILOAM SPRINGS)
ME LIKE A TREE

POETRY

l'-ly arms floating like branches
Legs the base of a big oak
Skin like the bark
Feet like the roots

If our collars were snakes?
They would be strangling us to death
or biting us? then our pants
Turned into human skin?
Then our hair turned into worms?

-Christie Collins
FOEM

-Kiersten
I DIDN'T TELL MY MOM

If a marble was a globe
I would spin it round and round
I would put it neatly
on the shelf it would
be all different colors
llke a glob.
-Jennifer Walker
FOEM

What if my room was a zoo?
It would stink like rubber.
It would be as fun as chewing
bubble gum.
It would have lions roaring
like fire.
snakes like moving sticks.
Monkeys like jumping frogs.
Toads like moving rocks.
Tigers like mad dogs.
Eels like moving rope.
And fish like paper.
-Nichole Jackson
THINGS I DIDN'T TELL MOM
That
like
That
like
That
That
That
That

I flew to the moon
a leaf in the wind.
I slithered on the ground
a silver snake.
I heard a whisper
sounded like the wind.
I head some leaves
sounded like crumbling paper.

I didn't tell my mom
that I broke all her dishes
and I set the clock for 2 AM.
I didn't tell my mom
that I swallowed the goldfish.
I didn't tell my mom
that I stole her false teeth
because she talks too much .
-casey Odie
BIRD AND PAPER

The paper is to write on.
BUt the bird is to have as a pet .
And a piece of paper is bendable .
BUt a bird can fly with more ease
than a piece of paper .
-Aaron Poyman
FOEM

What is my room was a forest?
My bedrails would look like trees .
My bed would look like water .
My dresser would look like a
big pile of dirt .
My closet would look like dead trees
that had fallen down .
-Shannon O'conner
BALLOON

-Jeff carter

A balloon is like a ball in the sky .
When it pops it is like the wind .
-Julie Robinson
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FOEM

The bee is like a jail
bird in the night
buzzing to get out
so the bee stings the keeper
like a needle in the ~rrn.
the blood like an apple in the sun .
-Mike Keigley

If peas were grasshoppers
they would be hopping
all over our plates
-Amanda B.

AN EAGLE
Graceful as a falling leaf
Claws like long curved thorns
Quick as a gust of speeding winds
screaches loud as thunder storms

I DID NOT TELL MY MOM
I had fallen off a mountain.
I ate a cloud .
I took a bath with a ghost .

-Kevin Gustavson

-Montie
RULES POR SAYING NO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Say
Say
Say
say
Say
say

No
No
No
No
No
No

to
to
to
to
to
to

a sandwhich with a car in it.
an elephant that drives cars to the shop.
a bird that rides the bus and spits seeds.
a pen that likes to eat people.
a chair that wants to eat you .
a moustache that walks down the street.
-Stephanie Booth
THIN3S I DIDN'T TELL MY MOM

I
I
I
I
I

didn't
didn't
didn't
didn't
didn't

tell
tell
tell
tell
tell

my morn I saw a turtle that looked like a rock.
my morn I saw a worm that looked like waves.
my morn that I saw a hat that looked like a hump in the road.
my morn that I saw a piece of chalk that looked like a stick.
my morn that I saw a piece of pie that looked like an arrow.
-Authur Andrea Haley
&XJ'ffiSI DE SaiDL ( EL DORAOO)

TIGER IN THE JUN3LE
Tiger, tiger , in the jungle .
In the light of the moon .
Goodness lurks in the wind.
Eating people like a savage .
Rumbling through the jungle
Like a locomotive .
Not very good, not very good.
The tiger is very vicious.

He is very Hungry.
Eating every animal in sight.
Jumble, jumble, here it comes .
Under the moonlight.
Not very good, not very good.
Grazing through the forest
Like a pussycat.
With a soft white pitter-patter.
-stephen Hargett
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SPRIR;DALE HIGH SOIOOL
CRYSTALS

THE CORSE OF THE OLD PIANO TEACHER

Ice crystals fall
from the sky
land on trees
far below
when the sun
comes out
the crystals melt
leaving nothing but
a bare tree.

It sometimes happen that
when you love a certain subject
but not the teacher
you have a problem controlling
your emotions when the books
call out "Play me," "Play me."
The keys scream eerily
for attention even in the middle of
the night
when you are home alone.
You can hear a voice
calling, calling you to practice
a creepy old voice
gives you an uncontrollable urge
to practice , practice, practice.
The one time the keys let you down,
a wild , animal emotion comes out
and you use your fingers
as a tribesman uses a knife
to strike those black and white keys
as a tribesman would kill a zebra
finally the keys fall dead
under your fingers
and you have won the battle
of man vs . musical instrument.
This concludes the story
"The curse of the Old Piano Teacher"

-Tammy Tice
RUNNING WATER
Running water with the sun
shinning sharp. White faces
appear on the ripples.
Yellow rocks glittering
under the face of the water
like snow flakes falling.
Yellow leaves reflect
shady brims off the water.
The trees remind me
of a beautiful morning.

-Joyce Wallace

The leaves of the trees
hide the wings of an owl.
-Shad Woods
THE CURSE OF THE FROG
It sometimes happens
that as one is out
late at night walking
along the swarrp,
while the crickets are chirping
the frogs come out
from under the lilly
pads to begin their
domination of the swamp
land. The green slime

glowing in the light
of the moon. The long
red tongues making
rhythmic motions in and out
of their mouth. Beware
of the frogs, for one
day t hey may rise
and revolt. The whole
world may be at the pity
of the curse of the frog.
-Mike N.
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STAR CITY

E~ARY

roEM
I'm on rey bike,
with the birds, trees, and flowers going by;
I can smell my gum that smells like strawberry pie,
and the smoke of burning leaves.
I feel the basket hitting rey knees.
I can hear the cars and birds passing by me .
-Brandy conner
ICE

SKATI~

I see her skates on the ice as she goes by;
As she comes by she smells pumpkins, candy and icecream
and all is the color of green.
She feels melted ice and a breeze blowing in her face
and sweat running when she is in a race.
She hears the ice crack, taking about
and squeaking and a shout.
-Jody sates
MUD RIDING

You
You
You
You

taste the sweat and smell the gas, the heat from the engine;
see the mud and the old trees;
touch the slinging mud and the handle bars;
hear the wind and the hot muffler going tat tat tat.
-Gason Crain
S'IUI"IGART HIGH

IMAGE

HOO 'ID CATCH TROUT

I sat alone
in the car
driving horne.
The rush of air
sliding over me
effortlessly

Get up early in the morning
Oh what a pain
Walk through the darkness
With your tackle by your side
Trying to be brave you sit down
You make your first cast
Hoping your bait hit the water
Holding your rod and line
You reel it in
Only to find darkness at the end.

-corey Doter
IMAGE
Late in the evening
When sound travels far
I can hear the tractors in the field
- Honty Bohanan

-Jeff Prince
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TATE ELEMEN:rARY
IN MY BACKYARD

MY ROCK IS ANGRY

I see a red sunset
like a robin's stomach
flying through the sky
like a rocket going to space .

My rock gets angry
and falls apart
It's not like any others .
He's so little
but he can
get angry
like a small ghost
in a closed up room.

-Travis sexton
IN MY BACKYARD
I see a snake
like a string of stars.
I hear a bird
like the moon singing.
I smell a dog
like I smell the earth.
I taste a blackberry
like a piece of Mars.
I touch a hand
like I touch the clouds.

-Becky Nix
A GIRL

She
She
She
She

wore a dress like a flower .
wore shoes like shiny cats .
wore glasses like a still rabbit.
was pretty as a birthday cake.
-James Tate

-Mr:J Newton
T . G.

~I'm

SCH<X>L

ACHING FACE

A WINOOW

t1Y ro0R

I am a window .
the sun's rays beat on me
and keep me warm
the rain beats on me
and gets me wet
the snow falls
against me and gets me cold
One side of me is always warm
I have people looking
out of me constantly
I am a window

I am a bulletin board.
I get stapled on
I get tacked on
I get face papered
I get letters stuck on me
BUt most of all I hate
Being written on .
Oh my poor aching face .

-Renee Rice
"A" roEM

Mr:f alligator agitated Angie Alligator

and the both of them aggravated all
of the other alligators.
-Tina Tisbe

-Tina Tisbe
A roEM AOOOT A NINJA MAYBE 2 NINJAS
He comes flying
across the samurai's face
He comes flying
-Rog Yeakley
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TRUMANN ELFMENl'ARY

THE CRAYON

UNTITLED

There was a crayon
who thought he was a bird
but he saw in the mirror
he was just himself

When the rain falls the flowers
raise their heads and look up at
the sun. The tree leaves whisper
when the wind blows everything
is watered and beautiful.

-AArj Stewart

-Jason Vickers
WHAT IF FROSS WERE BIRDS
THE BOBCAT
If frogs were birds they would
have wings
and fly around the town like light
when the sun comes out to say hello
Then at night the sun goes back in
and the birdfrogs come back out
and the Moon too

The bobcat runs over the grey rocks
of the mountainside the wind blows
against his fur coat his claws
scratch the rock as he runs He leaps
from mountain to mountain
searching for food
-Dewayne Meredith

-Kimberly Meeks

TRUMANN ELEMENTARY

THE KOALA

FACE IN THE MIRROR

The Koala
so young and beautiful
hides behind
a wall of leaves

When I look in the mirror
I see a green-headed girl
with pink eyes and blue spots
Every time I see her,
she says she is very scared of her
shadow

The Koala
so happy
moves from tree
to tree

-christie oavis
EXCITEMENT IN THE AIR

The Koala
so cute and cuddly
I think he wants to hug
Me!

My baton in hand
as we marched down the street
My feet in time with the music

-Julee Heard
THE DRUNK WHO WENT

'IO

HEAVEN

The drunk fell down and hurt
his head. When he woke he told me
he had gone to heaven.
I didn't believe him until
I saw a gate in the sky close.
-Jarrett Prunty

Here we are, my teacher said.
2 rrore minutes.
It was lit. On fire
There I stood twirling
Fire.
-Laura Gibson
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SITTING ON THIRD BASE

AFRICA

Third base is dangerous.
Be sharp to sit there.
see a runner come.
Get out of the way unless
The ball is in your hand.
Tag him out on the third play.
Don't stay.
The game is after all.
I get horne. I listen to the birds
Sing with pride.

This is a place
Where people are starving
Where people are lucky
To show off a fine blanket
Or some flour
And around dinner time we say
we're starving We aren't starving
They are the people of Africa
A horrible draught can cause poverty
People walking in the sun sweating
vlith no hom=s
And empty stomachs

-Patrick Marbury
ME AND MY rxx; HUNTIN3
I go hunting
my dog
he runs fast
run a fox
coyote
tree a coon
climb hills
fast fun play
chase after me
grab my pant leg
pull me down
play a lot
carry a gun
carry a steel trap
play
play
-Scott Sigmon
THE MOCKir--x:; BIRD

At night people die ,
Freeze and cry
These people are like a hurt bird
That needs our help .
- Amanda Falgout
CHERRIES
Cherries are round
Like balls when they're bound
To bounce at the moon
From da\·m till noon
But what really is cherry
It seems a mystery to me
How a cherry always makes a tree
Without a cherry a tree'd be bald
No blackbirds to scold
Or me
saying Stay out of that tree
-Jennifer Watson

The mocking bird, it sings at night.
It sings to the Moon and Nyx , the lady of the night .
It sings to the Dawn to awaken her
So she can ride her rose-colored chariot through the sky.
-Brandon Bolinger
SPRING
Spring is a broccoli stalk that opens again and again .
-••ark Brandon Clem
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THUNDER

PLAYING BALL
?laying ball is fun to play
It's fun to kick the .ball
It's like kicking a feather
-chad Hanks

The thunder is like a pail of rocks
being shaked
And a whip cracking
And like someone banging on your head
With a stick.
-Tia couch

ELEVA'IOR

THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS

As the elevator goes
It jaws your stomach but
It feels good and the elevator
Makes it feel like the town
Moves with you.

are like big giants. They look like
A chain connected together.
They are like 30 grey elephants
stacked on top of each other.

-Lea Newkirk

-Jacob Prowlett
'IBE UPl'Offl SCHOOL ( FAYF:l'I'E.VILLE)

MY OODY IS LIKE A SNAKE
I slither through your curves.
I am like a vine.
I wrap around your muscles.
And entwine with your mind.
You smell of sweet dew
On an early spring morning.
Your smooth skin feels so soft
Like a petal of a rose,
Absorbing your touch
Like a sponge just dropped in a pond.
-r:>elana TUtor

\
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SNAKES

RAINOOWS

Some people say that snakes are
slimy.
They say, "Snakes are dirty,
greasy, grimy."
BUt I think that snakes are okay.
I think I'll look for one today.

Rainbows are pretty
All around the world
In cities, in states and countries.
Not in junky places like the closet
But in the sky or heaven.
Around the sky it's different colors.
While it rains the rainbows come out.
Sit and watch them fade.

-caleb Smith

-Minerva Gracian
WEST FURK ELEMENTARY

THE PEACOCK

STAR

His tail rose into a fan.
It spread high and it spread wide.

I witch I witch a pond a star
BUt when I witch a pond a star
And a big star is kind of bizarre.

-Patrick Alan Hembree
-Samanthia Davis
WHEN I HEAR A SJNG

vfuen I hear a song that is booming and loud,
I think of an elephant caught in a crowd,
Of lions and tigers and noisy baboons.
-Catrina Guthrie
WESTSIDE HIGH SQKX)L

YOUTH

ANIMAL TRAINER

In the middle
of Olive s~reet
skips
a little boy

The old washed up animal trainer
comes around the zoo
in his pin-striped suit
covered with cobwebs
wishing he were the one
in the cage
with the animals
wanting to change things
he takes his saw
and starts sawing away on the cage

A group
of giggling girls
dance
around a hoolahoop
parents
look out the windows
dreaming
of their youth
-Judy lvilson

-Lori Patterson

L
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THE HAUNTED HOUSE

FQEM

A scream splits the night air.
All those who hear
Withdraw into their selves.

Illuminated pin points
invade the black velvet sky.
Shadow clouds float
across the green cheese.

No one admits
That there is something-A presence-Inside that house.

cool breezes whip
the tall leafy guards.

They won't allow anything
They don't understand
TO become real.

A rumble introduces
the coming storm.
-Vicki Sosebee

-Patti Sosebee
ALLEY CAT

He prowls around at night in the dim, dark alleys of the city
Looking for tasty mice or even some appetizing scraps
To satisfy his growing appetite.
Other TOm's stay out of his way in fear of being sliced and cut
By his sharp teeth and powerful claws.
He is an alley cat, the ruler of all.
-Anon.

GOAT

FQF11

BABY

sometimes my mother talk
LOud as an elephant rowing
And sometimes she talks
soft as fur.

Did you ever pat a
And learn how soft
Did you ever watch
On his four little

-carshina Greer

baby goat
he feels?
him walk about
black high heels?

-Caiandra Robinson

RECESS

WRITir-.x:;

The children sound like a television
picking up two channels.
They have fun.
our playground is real wet.
It's cold like an icicle.
It looks like my mother's mcp bucket
has spilled all over the place.

When I write a poem
I like to hear the sound of my pencil
and it goes like skush.
When I crumple up a piece of paper
it sounds like a dead leaf. And
it makes me feel like a green leaf.
-Peggie Crowther

-Nicole Henderson

FQEM

The heart is like a moving face.
- ~em

Lee

1
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roEM
I see my father working.
He smells the gasoline that he spilt on his glove.
He is thinking of what bill he will pay first.
He sees the blur of the chain sinking into the log.
He hears the missing and jumping of the motor
Because it needs a new spark plug.
He tastes the sweat rolling off his top lip.
He feels the itchy sawdust on his back.
-Amos Potter
1846

I was walking when I heard the noise.
My feet started to move at fast speed.
I heard the horses behind me .
BUllets ripped through the air.
If I could make it through the day , I would be safe,
For my color would blend with the night.
-Mike Wood
MISS It-(;

They were the last to leave from the family reunion.
The red car fades into the sun sitting on the hill.
Mom backs up and shuts the door slowly.
A paper cup blows off of the tree stump in the front yard .
I am the only one left outside waving.
-Amos Potter
BLACK 'IOP

I am a highway as black as coal .
When it is summer I feel myself melting from the heat.
When a car runs over me I see the car 's weight
As it is traveling down me .
I can taste the rubber being burned into me .
As a highway in summer I am hoping for winter
And in winter I am hoping for summer .
I am a highway jsut laying there hoping , hoping , hoping.
-Johnny Ganns
HATE

Hate tastes like coffee that is too hot to drink.
Hate is like a dark room: when you try to say something
EVeryone cuts you off.
- Donnie Bishop
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I.DNELINESS
LOneliness
LOneliness
LOneliness
LOneliness
LOneliness

is
is
is
is
is

like
like
like
like
like

an ext1nct animal waiting for a mate.
waking up on Christmas and finding only one present.
tasting water and waiting for a taste to develop.
hearing a clock in a quiet room.
smeiling clean air with nothing in it.
-Charles stoddard

IDNELINESSS
LOneliness
LOneliness
LOneliness
LOneliness
LOneliness
on

looks like a boy swimming in the dark.
tastes like a tadpole that swam into his mouth.
feels like the black water all around him.
sound like the screaming katydid stranded on a log in the river.
smells like the wet sand and damp rotten log he passes
the way home.
-Amos Potter
\C)DLAN'O JUNIOO HIGH

I had a dream of flowers flying
clumsily stumbling through the air
They fle\J slowly
Like sloth on the ground
For the first time.
Their petals were pushed back
so they looked like they had hair
Being pressed against the wind.
They held out parts of their stems,
so they looked like a person
Using their arms as wings.
Then they all fell to the ground.
With a loud, crashing thud.
I had a dream.

COFFEE
coffee is a black dragon in his lair
A black pudding waiting for the bite
coffee is a black stream that races
up and down
Or maybe coffee is . • • coffee.

-Jennifer Douglas

-Jason McGowen.
JE.-\LOUSY

jealousy lives in a castle of diamonds--Kenne Nanney
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FOEM

THIS IS JUST 'IO SAY

Black is like a strong wind
pushing against the window pane.
Black is dark and bitter
like the winter snow.
Black is all around me
but I can't see it through.
Black is like a bus
moving on a freeway.
Black is like money
you always have to pay.

have
poured
the
shampoo
down
the
drain
and

I

I

-Terr Scott
FOEM

father with his brown hair
and reddish-brown moustache
looks solemn as he opens
a package of film.
The glare from the yellow
refrigerator gives
a dull bright cast of light
over the kitchen.
It seems quiet.
My

-Rhonda Davidson
FOEM

In almostautumn
when the ground becomes
the supporter of the leaves
which one
redorangeyellowed
the trees
and the earth begins
to look like an artist's
work of spilt
paints
allmixedtogether
-Bill Boone

hope
you
will
forgive
me.
It
was
so
luscious
and
enticing
calling
me
to
watch
it
flow
from
the
bottle
- clay Diggs
BROOM
Looks like a skinny person
With hair sticking straight up .
Has no arms or legs .
very quiet .
-Br andy Ki ng

THIS IS JUST 'ID SAY

I saw you skipping across
the sidewalk yesterday
carrying a sweet delicious apple
and I smiled at your ponytail
waving goodbye .
-David

~evers
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SCHOOL

BULLET

Slamming lockers are growling tigers.
our lights are neon tubes
And lasers that open cities.

My mind is like a rabbit
Hopping and searching
One day I;ll hop
And find my surprise.

-curtis Lands
-Angie Smith
SUNNY AND BRIGHT
sunny days are pizzas
Just waiting to be jumped in
You are happy
~Vhen you;re playing
-J.

POEM

The dead tree stump stood
in the large field
like an old grave marker.

Doss
-Doug Mandoll

BULLET
The eggs in the skillet jump up like a volcano.
-Stephanie Privette
CONTRAST
Her mind was like a piece of unused typing paper.
His mind was like a ship in a tempest-tossed sea.
-Heather Spurgin
BULLET
The Earth turns like my head does during school.
-Kevin Fronterhouse
BULLET
The desert is like gasoline--fumes floating across the road.
-LOnnie Malone
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